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Integrated ėlters for the on-chip silicon photonics platform
AĶňŉŇĵķŉ
We investigate the properties of integrated dielectric ėlters for the purposes of
on-chip routing of photons. We started with the use of high quality factor tunable
photonic crystal nanobeam cavities and moving on to examine a new class of
reĚection based reverse designed ėlters that maintain the footprint of a
waveguide while allowing for arbitrary amplitude and phase response.
Photonic crystal nanobeam cavities are shown to exhibit high quality factors
while maintaining a strong coupling to the feeder waveguide. ĉis leads to
two-fold advantages. ĉe localized and strongly interacting light within the
highly conėned cavity modes allows for signiėcant tuning to take place while
only aﬀecting a small physical area. ĉe nanobeam cavities are also shown to have
high quality factor TE and TMmodes, a property that allows for interesting
applications in nonlinear optics. As a case study, we examine using graphene to
modulate the signal transmiĨed through nanobeam cavities. We show that by
Ěooding graphene with free carriers we can electrically eﬀect the optical
properties of the nanobeam cavity.
We examine several methods for mechanical tuning of coupled photonic
crystal nanobeam cavities, starting from capacitive force actuation, moving onto
gradient force manipulation, and ėnally ending in optomechanical motion. ĉe
gradient force will facilitate high speeds and will work with insulators such as
nitrides or diamond. Optomechanical actuation will display the advantage of
iii
light-light control without electrical signals being involved, although it will suﬀer
from disadvantages such as constant power consumption and in silicon will still
be aﬀected non-linear heating mechanisms.
Finally we will examine the theory behind, and many applications of arbitrary
amplitude ėlters that are achieved by periodic width modulation in waveguides.
We examine ways of improving the reverse design method to maintain beĨer
ėdelity with target design spectra as well as examining some of the challenges in
actually achieving arbitrary design such as moving toward sharper resonances.
Additionally, we look at applications in ultra-fast pulse shaping and look for
methods that will allow for dynamic or quasi-static applications.
iv
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IntroduČion
In the last century communication was revolutionized a number of times. First,
the wireless allowed long distance communications with no material connection
between two parties. Second, copper was laid across the planet, allowing fast and
clean communication independent of weather conditions. ĉird, the copper was
replaced with glass. ĉe switch from electrons to photons allowed for orders of
magnitude higher bandwidths and all of the bits and bytes of the information age
were able to Ěy around the globe in the blink of an eye. In addition to the
bandwidth advantages, optical communication also resulted in a reduction of loss
due to Ohmic interactions.
While long distance communications are carried over a ėber optic cable for a
large proportion of the distance, the ėnal few yards are still restricted to copper.
Additionally, inside of your computer the signals are still carried on copper, and
at the level of the microchips copper still dominates. ĉis leaves a great deal of
ǉ
space for improvement. At every step there are new challenges in converting the
photons to electrons and back, and controlling the Ěow of photons.
Many decades and billions upon billions of dollars have been invested in
optimizing copper and semiconductors for computation and communication.
With such a head start for electrons, it is not feasible that photons will quickly
displace them. However, there are a few important functions where photons
could be integrated, creating a beneėcial hybridization. A solid example of such a
situation is optical interconnects. It is now very common to have multiple CPU
cores on one chip. ĉe communication between these cores is expensive and
consumes vast amounts of energy. Photonics could be used to transfer
information between the cores in an eﬃcient, expedient manner. ĉis does not
require performing computation with the photons. All that is required is
generating them, routing them to the correct core, and detecting them.
To accomplish this routing on-chip ėlters are required. ĉroughout this work
we will examine possible candidates for ėlters that can eﬃciently and adjustably
control the Ěow of light on-chip. We will start by examining photonic crystal
nanobeam cavities (PCNCs). ĉeir sharp resonances will allow selective
interaction with light. We will show that not only can these PCNCs have
extremely high Qs, they can be integrated into on-chip photonic circuitry
seamlessly, with no liĨle to no loss of light oﬀ-chip.
We will then examine the eﬀect of placing graphene on a PCNC and see how
an electrical signal can control the transmission properties of a PCNC coupled to
a waveguide. ĉis conėguration allows for a large interaction in a small footprint
and with high-quality graphene will allow modulation at fantastic speeds.
We will examine eﬀective ways of controlling these PCNCs, focusing on
mechanical motion as the control of the optical resonance. We will see both
electrical and all optical methods of eﬀecting this control and discuss their
limitations and great strengths including high eﬃciency, excellent dynamic range,
and speeds that cover the entire mechanical response range.
Finally, we will examine a new class of ėlters that allows for versatile
customization of response in phase and amplitude. We will show that the design
Ǌ
is extremely computationally eﬃcient. In addition to statically deėned ėlters we
show that it possible to achieve dynamic reconėguration of these ėlters. We will
also examine exciting applications such as ultra-fast pulse shaping with an eye
toward quantum control experiments.
ǋ
In which the author learns the value of defects.
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Photonic Cryﬆal NanobeamCavities
SĽłķĹ ŉļĹ PļŃŉŃłĽķ CŇŏňŉĵŀ NĵłŃĶĹĵŁ CĵŋĽŉŏ (PCNC) is such an
integral component of the work described below, it is appropriate to introduce it
here by developing the concepts behind and the design, operation, and eﬃcacy of
such devices. Particular insight can be gained by examining the mechanisms that
lead to strong coupling to a feeder waveguide. In addition we will examine the
eﬀect of multiple polarizations and propose a novel application by depositing
graphene on a PCNC.
ǌ
a
b
c
Tapering
Tapering
Figure 2.0.1: Photonic Crystal Nanobeam Cavities. a) The ﬁrst PCNC (re-
produced from Ref. [1]). The PCNC is coupled to a waveguide and rests on
a glass substrate. b) A more advanced design for coupling to the waveguide;
the holes taper out from the cavity center. Losses to the waveguide and to
free space are shown. These losses are essential to interacting with the cavity;
we merely need to control the dominant mechanism. c) A high Q PCNC. The
substrate has been etched away so that this PCNC is suspended in vacuum. It
is not coupled to a waveguide and is intended to be characterized using free-
space optics.
Ǎ
Ǌ.ǉ PŇĹŀŊĸĹŉŃŉļĹŁŃĸĹŇłńļŃŉŃłĽķķŇŏňŉĵŀłĵłŃĶĹĵŁķĵŋ-
Ľŉŏ
In condensed maĨer physics, it has long been known that the periodic
arrangement of atoms in crystals or quasi-crystals leads to the development of
band structure for electrons[Ǌ]. Researchers soon discovered that a periodic
arrangement of materials at the wavelength scale of light also led to the
development of Bloch modes, band-gaps, and pass-bands for photons[ǋ]. In
three dimensional structures a high level of index contrast is required to open up
a “complete band-gap” or a continuum of energies where photons are not allowed
to exist inside the photonic material[ǌ]. Aěer the three dimensional stage, there
was a search for more integrable alternatives that were easier to fabricate. ĉe
result was ǊD slab photonic crystals[Ǎ, ǎ] and ǉD PCNCs[Ǐ–Ǒ]. ĉese structures
maintain a periodic structure in a smaller number of dimensions but use the
natural conėnement of index contrast in the remaining dimensions[ǌ].
Total internal reĚection is a well studied phenomenon. Light incident from a
high index medium will be refracted at the interface with a lower index material.
Snell’s law determines that refraction will pull light away from the normal to this
interface. Based on the ratio of the indices of refraction we can determine an
angle at which no light is transmiĨed into the low index medium. At angles of
incidence greater than this critical angle all of the light will be reĚected back into
the high index material as if the interface is a perfect mirror[ǉǈ]. While in most
nanoscale structures the geometry is smaller than the wavelength so that this
simple ray optics explanation is no longer valid, the fundamental property of the
high index material conėning the light is still observable[ǉǉ]. Of course there is a
limit to this conėnement: when given a dimension becomes less than λƤ=Ʀn - the
so called “diﬀraction limit” - the light light “leaks out”, with the evanescent tails
the dominant location for the energy. However, as long as the diﬀraction limit is
respected, ǉD PCNCs and ǊD slab photonic crystals can be used to develop
extremely strong partial band-gaps. ĉe PCNC distinguishes itself in this respect.
Because we only care about the Γ  X portion of any Brillouin zone, a photonic
ǎ
band-gap can occur regardless of the index contrast in the periodic perturbation¹.
ĉe next step is to construct the “cavity” part of the PCNC. A perfectly
periodic structure along the waveguide will introduce a band-gap or stop band
that will not allow light of certain frequencies to propagate along the waveguide.
By introducing a defect, or a change in the periodicity of the structure, we can
create a place where light that would not otherwise be allowed to exist in the
periodic region can be trapped, and in some cases quite eﬀectively.
ĉemost primitive form of such a defect is shown in Fig. Ǌ.ǈ.ǉa. In this case
the photonic crystal is formed by circular holes etched in the waveguide. ĉe six
holes visible are divided into two groups by an increased gap at the center. ĉe
periodic arrangement of holes provide the band-gap while the defect at the center
provides the cavity. Examining this device we can see why the PCNC is so useful:
the foot-print is precisely that of a blank waveguide. Given a certain density of
waveguides available for an on-chip integrated light circuit, PCNCs can be added
while incurring no cost in terms of required real-estate.
ĉe problem with this simple cavity design lay in the extremely low quality
factor (Q) of the photonic cavity[ǉ]. As with all resonant systems, we can
characterize the eﬃciency of our PCNCs in terms of the ratio of the amount of
energy lost by the cavity to the amount of energy stored in the cavity over one
optical cycle (period). ĉis Q tells us howmany cycles are required for the
energy stored in the cavity to reach a factor of e ƥ. ĉis ėrst PCNC had an
extremely lowQ of only ǊǎǍ. Because of the Fourier relationship between time
and frequency, this meant that it also interacted with a large band of frequencies
adjacent to the central resonant frequency. ĉe essential rule in this case is that
the more frequencies that a cavity can trap, the lower the Q.While it is not always
advantageous to have an enormous Q, as we will see later, a Q of at least ǉǈ,ǈǈǈ is
generally desired.
¹ĉis band-gap may be extremely weak.
Ǐ
Ǌ.Ǌ IłķŇĹĵňĽłĻ ŉļĹ ŅŊĵŀĽŉŏ ĺĵķŉŃŇ(Q)
In order to understand why the cavity in Ǌ.ǈ.ǉa does not exhibit a high quality
factor we need not look further than the defects in the fabrication. Clearly, there
is signiėcant edge roughness, some stigmation in the circularity of the holes, and
a change in the width of the waveguide where the holes are wriĨen². However,
even a Ěawless fabrication of the same design would not have a high Q.ĉe
reason is a mode mismatch between the pure waveguide mode and the Bloch
modes of the photonic crystal.
Let us consider how light that is launched into a waveguide reacts when it
encounters a band-gap. Fig. Ǌ.Ǌ.ǉa shows that a considerable amount of
scaĨering occurs. But if the light is only gradually introduced to the photonic
crystal, which we can eﬀect by “tapering” it in with smaller holes, then we see that
this scaĨering loss can be eliminated to a large extent. An adiabatic transition is
almost always favorable when passing from one medium to another; photonics is
no diﬀerent. A study of the cross sections of the mode in the waveguide and the
photonic crystal (the Bloch mode) shows that when the overlap is the smallest
there is the highest scaĨering loss[Ǐ]. ĉerefore, the taper can be viewed as
gradually altering the cross-section of the mode so that the overlap mismatch
never becomes signiėcant.
Introducing this tapering has created a nearly ideal mirror. In order to create a
trap for light we can place a mirror on either side of the region where we want to
trap the light. ĉis can induce the light to bounce back and forth between the two
mirrors with liĨle chance of escaping. ĉe quality of the mirrors will determine
just how long this process continues. Because our tapering allows us to create
such high quality mirrors, by placing them on a waveguide we can create a highly
eﬀective cavity.
When such a taper is added to the defect, it allows us to create extremely high
Qs. For silicon in air we expect Qs of greater than ǉǈ⁷[ǉǊ], while in lower index
²Indicative of proximity eﬀects in a positive electron-beam lithography resist
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Figure 2.2.1: Eﬀect of tapering on scattering from photonic crystal.In (a),
(b), and (c), a mode is launched from the left toward a photonic crystal. Be-
cause of the band-gap this light must either scatter or reﬂect. A cross section
of the mode in the waveguide and the Bloch mode of the ﬁrst period of the
photonic crystal are compared for each conﬁguration. a) No taper introduced,
large levels of scattered light visible, the comparison of the modes shows sig-
niﬁcant mismatch. c) A three-hole taper has been introduced, resulting in a
signiﬁcant decrease in the level of scattered light. d)A ﬁve-hole taper is used,
and virtually no scattered light is visible. The cross-section shows that the two
modes are nearly spatially identical.
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materials like Si₃N₄ Qs greater than ǉǈ⁶[ǉǋ] have been designed. ĉese numbers
are generally not replicated experimentally because of fabrication defects. As the
quality of fabrication increases higher and higher Qs are being demonstrated. We
have demonstrated a Q of ǏǍǈ,ǈǈǈ in silicon[ǉǊ].
Ǌ.ǋ SŉŇŃłĻ ķŃŊńŀĽłĻ ĶĹŉŌĹĹł ĵŌĵŋĹĻŊĽĸĹ ĵłĸ ĵ ķĵŋĽŉŏ
Even though tapered designs allow for nearly arbitrarily high Qs in PCNCs, our
work is not complete. We can trap light, but we do not have an eﬀective way of
geĨing the light in and out of the trap. Picture, once again, what the light “sees” as
it propagates down a unperturbed waveguide and suddenly runs into a region
where it cannot propagate. As we previously explained, there is a large mode
mismatch, and a great proportion of the light scaĨers. If we include a well
designed taper of holes, the light will be cleanly reĚected without scaĨering. ĉis
reĚection will span the band-gap of our photonic crystal.
Because our resonance lies inside the photonic band-gap we would assume
that no light is able to pass from the waveguide to the cavity. Interestingly, if there
is a cavity where the light can exist, there will be a resonant tunnelling eﬀect in
which the light will hop to the cavity, stay there for a certain number of cycles,
and then hop to the other side of the cavity (such as in Fig. Ǌ.ǈ.ǉb, represented by
the light yellow arrows). ĉerefore we add a taper similar to what we saw when
deėning the cavity but on the outsides. ĉis matches the impedance and mode
proėle of the waveguide to the cavity and allows us to reach the “strong coupling”
regime where the amount of light that escapes the cavity through the waveguide
channel is far greater than the light escaping into free space.
Strong coupling requires not just the coupling of light from the waveguide to
the PCNC, but also that this channel of coupling be the dominant form of
coupling. ĉere are many mechanisms for light to enter or exit a PCNC. Fig.
Ǌ.ǈ.ǉb shows two of them. ĉe scaĨering loss is out of the waveguide into
free-space or the substrate. Another possibility is absorption loss where the
material of the PCNC absorbs photons to generate excitons or phonons. In most
ǉǈ
cases it is our goal to limit these non-waveguide loss channels. If we can
accomplish this to a signiėcant degree, any photon entering the cavity from the
waveguide will also exit to the waveguide. Monitoring the transmission through
such a cavity will show that at resonance the PCNC transmits close to ǉǈǈƻ of
the light incident upon it.
In most cases ǉǈǈƻ transmission is not achieved. ĉis becomes especially true
at high Qs. As the waveguide losses are limited in order to achieve a higher Q, the
scaĨering and material losses need to be lowered commensurately to maintain
strong coupling. ĉe result is that at a Q of ǉ,ǈǈǈ strong coupling is trivial, but at
a Q of ǉǈ,ǈǈǈ,ǈǈǈ it becomes virtually impossible.
Ǌ.ǌ DĹňĽĻł
Many parameters go into the design of a PCNC. Depending on the required
application we need to determine the wavelength, the number of resonances, the
polarization of the resonances, the size, and the Q. Because running parameter
sweeps with ǋD optical simulations is computationally expensive, many
semi-analytical methods have been developed[ǉǌ, ǉǍ]. Of particular interest is
the approach in Quan et al. [ǉǍ] as it guarantees strong coupling to the
waveguide and oﬀers a choice of locating the energy of the cavity in the “air band”
or the “dielectric band” (shown in Fig. Ǌ.ǌ.Ǌ). As their name’s suggest the
dielectric band locates the ėeld inside of the high index dielectric whereas the air
band locates a signifcant amount of the mode in the low index material.
Depending on a speciėc application wemay want to interact more or less strongly
with our surroundings (for example, in sensing experiments) or the material that
forms the PCNC (for example, when probing the material properties).
In order to determine a cavity’s resonance, according to Quan et al., we start
with a material and thickness, usually a predetermined factor. For instance, we
oěen use ǊǊǈ nm thick Silicon. We then choose a widthã oěen determined by
the “single-mode limit”[ǉǉ]. ĉen a hole-radius and periodicity are used to ėnd
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Figure 2.4.1: When the dielectric band is pulled up into the band-gap, a har-
monic potential is created, and as such, diﬀerent orders of mode exist and
can be characterized by their symmetry about the dotted mirror line above.
a) The ﬁrst three TE modes of a PCNC strongly coupled to a waveguide. b)
An example of the quantum mechanical solutions to the harmonic potential;
the plotted wavefunctions match the envelopes of the modes from (a) Image
is adapted from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:HarmOsziFunktionen.png.
ǉǊ
the band-edge modes. We want to cause the frequency of either the air- or
dielectric- bands at the edge of the Brillouin zone to be as close as possible to the
desired resonance. ĉis process can be very fast as it only requires calculating a
the band-edge of a single unit cell of an otherwise inėnite photonic crystal.
Once we have found a suitable hole size, then it is a simple maĨer of either
pulling the dielectric band “up” into the band-gap, or an air band “down” into the
band-gap through an appropriate taper. Fig. Ǌ.ǌ.Ǌ illustrates this concept while
Fig. Ǌ.ǌ.ǉ shows the resulting resonances. In the case of dielectric band this is
achieved by reducing the square-root of the hole radius linearly as you move away
from the center of the PCNC (tapering down). If an extremely high Q is required
the holes can tapered down to nothing over a large distance. In practice the actual
length of the cavity need not exceed ǋǈ μm.
Ǌ.Ǎ EŎńĹŇĽŁĹłŉĵŀ ķļĵŇĵķŉĹŇĽŐĵŉĽŃł
In our experiments we used two separate methods for characterizing the
performance of our PCNCs. ĉe ėrst involved coupling into the cavities from
free-space using a high numerical aperture (NA) objective lens. ĉis method is
diﬃcult, because high Q cavities are diﬃcult to design so that their far-ėeld
radiation paĨerns overlap with near-normal incidence light[ǉǎ] (up to a ƧƤ angle
with the normal for ǈ.ǍǍ NA). However, by making use of a cross-polarization
setup where only the light that is coupled into the cavity passes through an
analyzing polarizer, the signal to noise ratio can be raised enough to characterize
PCNCs, even at Qs approaching ǉǈ⁶[ǉǊ]. ĉe conėguration is shown in Fig.
Ǌ.Ǎ.ǉ.
ĉe process is as follows. A tunable semiconductor laser outputs light, and an
input polarizer is used to set-up a reference polarization. ĉe light is passed
through a half-wave-plate (HWP) to rotate the polarization by ǌǍ°. ĉis places
the orientation of the electric ėeld at a ǌǍ°angle with the major ėeld component
of the PCNC (Ey in Fig. Ǌ.ǌ.ǉ). At this polarization there is a Ǎǈƻ chance that a
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Figure 2.4.2: The band diagram for the fundamental TE air- and dielectric-
bands of a 1D photonic crystal. A nanobeam cavity is formed by pulling the
dielectric-band up or the air-band down into the band-gap. The air-band has
most of the ﬁeld localized in the holes, while the dielectric-band localizes the
ﬁeld in the high index dielectric of the nanobeam. The major ﬁeld component,
Ey, is plotted. The direction of propagation is x.
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Figure 2.5.1: Resonant scattering conﬁguration a) A schematic of the optical
setup. (OBJ: microscope objective, HWP: half-wave plate, BS: beamsplitter,
P1 and P2: polarizers, D: detector) b) 3D representation of PCNCs suspended
above a substrate with light coming down from normal incidence at a 45°po-
larization with respect to the axis of the PCNCs.
ǉǍ
photon can enter the cavity (this is an additional factor in the coupling eﬃciency
so the total probability of coupling is much less). When the photon decays from
the cavity, it passes back up into the objective lens and through the HWP again.
ĉis rotates the polarization by -ǌǍ°, and then the light is then sent through a
beam-spliĨer to an analyzing polarizer, which is cross-polarized with respect to
the reference. Only the light which was coupled into and subsequently re-emiĨed
from the cavity has a polarization that matches the analyzer and is
transmiĨed[ǉǏ, ǉǐ]. ĉis greatly reduces the amount of purely scaĨered light that
does not interact with the cavity mode that reaches the photodetector, thereby
making it much easier to observe the resonance, despite the small amount of light
able to couple into the cavity through the free-space channel.
While linear optical resonances generally exhibit Lorentzian line shapes, in
resonant scaĨering more care needs to be taken when characterizing the
resonances. We do not always observe the Lorentzian shape of the resonances
that we would expect from a PCNC.ĉe reason is that the substrate under the
PCNC aﬀects the measurement. Despite under-cuĨing the SiO₂, there is still
bulk Si substrate Ǌ μm below the PCNCs. ĉe incoming signal reĚects of this
back-plane. Additionally there is light scaĨering oﬀ the PCNCs that did not
couple to the cavity resonance under analysis. ĉese reĚections form a
continuum of states. ĉis is in contrast to the cavity resonance that only exists for
a very small range of frequencies. ĉe coupling between these two mechanisms
forms a Fano resonance[ǉǑ–ǊǊ], which can be ėt to the form of:
F(ω) = AƤ + FƤ
(q+ Ʀ(ω  ωƤ)=Γ)Ʀ
ƥ+ (Ʀ(ω  ωƤ)=Γ)Ʀ
(Ǌ.ǉ)
where AƤ and FƤ are constant parameters, ωƤ is the resonance frequency, and Γ is
the resonance line-width. q is a dimensionless parameter that describes the
relative strength of the resonant cavity interaction and the non-resonant standing
wave reĚecting oﬀ the substrate[ǊǊ]. If jqj is very small then the non-resonant
scaĨering is dominant and the line shape will be a negative Lorentzian. If jqj is
near unity the strengths of the two processes are similar and a highly asymmetric
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Figure 2.5.2: The processes behind Fano line shapes. a)Fano line shapes in
diﬀerent regimes of resonant and non-resonant scattering strengths. At q = Ƥ
the non-resonant proces dominates; at q = ƥ the strengths are equal; and at
q = ƥƤƤ the resonant process dominates. The resonances have been shifted
for clarity. b) Resonant scattering cross-section of a coupled PCNC excited at
normal incidence. The ﬁeld reﬂecting from the back-plane is signiﬁcant and
contributes to Fano linseshapes in the reﬂected signal.
lineshape emerges, and ėnally, if jqj is very large then the resonant process
dominates and the usual Lorentzian emerges. ĉe three diﬀerent regimes are
ploĨed in Fig. Ǌ.Ǎ.Ǌa.
ĉe second method again uses a tunable semiconductor laser; however, in this
case the PCNCs are strongly coupled to a waveguide. Light is brought onto the
waveguide using a tapered, lensed ėber. ĉese lensed ėbers generate a spot size
around ǉ.Ǐ μm. In order to match this spot size, large polymer waveguides are
paĨerned with a ǋ x ǋ μm cross-section. ĉe lensed ėbers are buĨ-coupled to the
facets of these on-chip polymer waveguides. With the matching of the physical
size this can be an extremely eﬃcient coupling method[ǉǍ, Ǌǋ]. ĉemethod is
visualized in Fig. Ǌ.Ǎ.ǋ. On-chip, the light is transferred from the large polymer
waveguide to smaller, high-index-contrast dielectric waveguides through an
inverse tapering scheme as detailed in Fig. Ǌ.Ǎ.ǋ. ĉis scheme has the advantage
of much higher signal-to-noise ratios, as well as easy integration of ėber
components such as polarization rotators, circulators, and so forth, that are
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Figure 2.5.3: Butt coupled PCNCs. a) A schematic of the setup including
ﬁbers, polymer spot-size-converters and PCNCs coupled to waveguides. b) A
close up of the transition from the large polymer waveguide to the smaller sili-
con waveguide. c) A close-up SEM of the PCNC with the tapering outside the
cavity to allow for strong coupling to the waveguide. d) An optical micrograph
showing the polymer and silicon waveguides. The PCNCs can just be seen as
a discoloration. e) An example transmission spectrum from a PCNC. A high Q
cavity mode as well as band edge modes can be seen.
inexpensive and plentiful in the near infrared (NIR) regime. It has the additional
beneėt of easily probing cavity modes of diﬀerent polarizations, whereas
resonant scaĨering is generally limited to TEmodes.
Ǌ.ǎ TE/TMķĵŋĽŉĽĹň
It is instructive to consider the polarization of our light on-chip. Up to this point
we have focused exclusively on so called Transverse Electric (TE) light. Given
the nature of SOI waveguides it is worth considering the deėnition of Transverse
Electric and Transverse Magnetic. In the case of hollowmetal waveguides the
ǉǐ
deėnition is given by the two linearly independent modes where the electric ėeld
is completely transverse to the direction of propagation of light in the case of TE,
and themagnetic ėeld is completely transverse to the direction of propagation in
the case of TM. However, in highly conėned dielectric modes these deėnitions
becomemore blurred. Any mode calculated for such a waveguide will have both
electric and magnetic ėeld components in the propagation direction.
We therefore apply the deėnition of TE-like and TM-like modes. ĉe
deėnition is based upon the slab plane in which our PCNCs are deėned.
ĉerefore if the dominant electric ėeld vector is in the plane of the substrate we
will call it TE (the dominant magnetic ėeld will be perpendicular to the
substrate), and if the dominant electric ėeld is perpendicular to the plane of the
substrate will will call this TM (the dominant magnetic ėeld will be parallel to the
substrate).
When designing our PCNCs we generally choose to interact either with the
TE or TMmode. For a given choice of thickness, width, periodicity, and hole
radius the TE and TM band structures are generally very diﬀerent and the band
gaps do not overlap. However, we can ėnd a subspace of parameters where highly
conėned and high Qmodes can exist for both TE and TM cavities[Ǌǌ]. ĉis is in
sharp contrast with ǊD slab photonic crystals where the TM band-gap tends to
close near theM-point, preventing a complete band-gap[ǌ]. ĉis is not true for
periodic arrangements of high index materials such as posts. But for the case of a
high index material with periodic holes the ǉD photonic crystal is superior in this
respect.
Using the design methodology from Ref. [ǉǍ] we can come up with a cavity
exhibiting high Qmodes with both TE and TM polarization. Some care needs to
be taken with choosing a thickness of the silicon in order to have the band-gaps to
overlap. Fig. Ǌ.ǎ.ǉb shows simulated TMmodes from such a structure. Figs.
Ǌ.ǎ.ǉa,c show an SEM of a fabricated PCNC and its measured transmission
spectra, with the TE and TM spectra represented in two diﬀerent scans.
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Figure 2.6.1: a)SEM micrograph of a PCNC that supports simultaneous TE
and TM modes. It is somewhat thicker than other PCNCs mentioned in this
work (500 nm vs. 220 nm), because the TM mode is more sensitive to thick-
ness than the width. b) Ez - the out of plane component of the electric ﬁeld
for the ﬁrst three TM modes of the cavity. c) Measured spectra show multi-
ple modes in both the TE and TM bands, and the high Q modes exhibit very
poor coupling (T  ƥ) to the waveguide. The TE band-gap is blue-shifted
with respect to the TM band-gap. By altering the parameters of the PCNC
this relationship can be altered.
Ǌǈ
Figure 2.6.2: Transmission scans of fundamental modes of a TE/TM PCNC.
In this case the TM mode exhibits higher Q but worse transmission.
TE/TM cavities tend to have clean transmission spectra. One of the main
sources of noise in a cavity that is resting on a substrate is TE/TM coupling due
to the asymmetric index of the cladding (air above oxide below)[ǊǍ] Because of
the simultaneous band-gap for the TE and TMmodes this noise is almost
completely disappears. However, resting on the oxide substrate does lower the Q.
Simulations suggest that undercuĨing these PCNCs could more than double the
already excellent Q values. Fig. Ǌ.ǎ.Ǌ shows detailed scans of the fundamental
mode of each polarization. ĉese Q values are already higher than our previous
record [Ǌǎ], once again, this is without undercuĨing.
ĉe ability to probe these two diﬀerent polarizations is signiėcant. Materials
such as graphene are theoretically predicted to have diﬀerent responses to electric
ėelds that are applied parallel to the plane of the graphene and perpendicular to
it[ǊǏ–ǊǑ]. ĉese cavities also enable a wide range of nonlinear optics. ĉere are
proposals to use TE/TM cavities for nonlinear frequency conversion[ǋǈ, ǋǉ].
TE/TM PCNCs also allow for interaction with phonons such as in Raman
scaĨering[ǋǊ], an important property for building Raman lasers[ǋǋ]. Finally,
these devices could have applications in quantum cascade lasers, which emit TM
polarized light[ǋǌ, ǋǍ].
Ǌǉ
Ǌ.Ǐ EŀĹķŉŇŃ-ŃńŉĽķ ŁŃĸŊŀĵŉĽŃł, ĵł ĵńńŀĽķĵŉĽŃł Ńĺ PCNCň
A PCNCmeasured in transmission can have sharp peaks of transmiĨed
wavelengths in the middle of a band-gap where no light is transmiĨed.
Depending on the design of the PCNC the width of this peak and the level of
transmission is controllable. Because of the high degree of localization of the
light in the PCNCwe are able to achieve strong interaction between any material
in that vicinityã including the material of the PCNCã and this light. ĉis
means that even small disturbances can lead to large changes in transmission for a
speciėc wavelength.
If PCNCs can perturbed electrically they can become an extremely low power,
narrow-band electro-optic modulator (EOM). As a speciėc example we will
examine the use of graphene as an electrically controlled absorber that will be
used to turn the transmission of a sharp resonance peak on and oﬀ. It is also
possible to shiě the value of the resonance peak by altering the real part of the
refractive index of the PCNC as will be discussed in the next chapter. Here, we
will examine the eﬀects of adding a variable absorptive layer and thereby
controlling the imaginary refractive index.
Ǌ.ǐ OńŉĽķĵŀ ńŇŃńĹŇŉĽĹň Ńĺ ĻŇĵńļĹłĹ
Graphene, a two-dimensional hexagonal array of carbon atoms is the target of a
great deal of experimental study. Its unique electrical[ǋǎ], mechanical[ǋǏ, ǋǐ],
and optical properties[ǋǑ, ǌǈ] make it aĨractive across many diﬀerent ėelds of
study. We are most aĨracted to its fascinating elecro-optical interactions. Most of
these arise due to graphene’s linear band structure around the K-point[ǌǉ]. ĉe
optical loss in graphene is constant across a broad spectrum[ǌǊ]. Every
wavelength is absorbed due the lack of a band-gap. However, at normal incidence
this absorption is limited to approximately Ǌ.ǋƻ, because the one-atom thick
layer is has a vanishingly small absorption cross-section. When the light is no
longer at normal incidence to the graphene, but is instead shiěed into the plane of
ǊǊ
the graphene we can exponentially increase this interaction length[ǌǋ].
Recently, by utilizing a stretch of waveguide coated with graphene, scientists
have been able to make extremely high speed EOMs[ǌǌ]. In this case graphene is
a worthy choice because high carrier mobilities can lead to truly fantastic speeds
of operation. However, we could make the footprint even smaller by creating the
same interaction length, with a shorter “real” length, through the use of a PCNC.
In this case there is a “gain-bandwidth” trade oﬀ, where if the cavity has too high
of a Q, the EOMwill not be switched on or oﬀ quickly enough as the
load/unload time will lag behind any applied modulation. ĉeQ of the cavity
will also limit the frequencies which can be controlled, perhaps the more
signiėcant bandwidth trade-oﬀ.
Ǌ.Ǒ EŀĹķŉŇŃłĽķ ňŉŇŊķŉŊŇĹ Ńĺ ĻŇĵńļĹłĹ
ĉe crystal structure of graphene is simple enough that the band-structure can be
fully calculated. ĉe band-structure gives us some interesting qualitative
intuition. As a semi-metal, there is no band-gap and the valence band is
completely full while the conduction band is entirely empty. ĉis means that any
photon incident on the graphene can be absorbed by promoting an electron to
the conduction band. ĉis is true regardless of the energy of the photon.
However, this excitonic absorption can be turned on and oﬀ electronically[ǌǍ].
By emptying the valence band or ėlling the conduction band, the absorption of
photons of certain frequencies can be turned oﬀ. Fig. Ǌ.Ǒ.ǉ shows how the shiě in
the Fermi level can lead to a total loss of excitonic absorption up to a level of
Δεf=Ʀ³.
Because of the energy shiěs required it will be easier to induce such a change at
³A curious reader might ask why the electron has to be promoted from ~ω=Ʀ to ~ω=Ʀ, and
not, for instance, from  ƨ~ω=Ʃ to ~ω=Ʃ thereby making the cut-oﬀ for εfill the full photon en-
ergy. ĉe reason is that the electrons are conėned to the white lines in Fig. Ǌ.Ǒ.ǉ, and based on
where they are on that line they have a speciėc k or momentum. Since light carries virtually no
momentum when compared to electrons, the light can only mediate an electron straight up and
down; given the shape of the band structure this leads to the factor of two.
Ǌǋ
Figure 2.9.1: Illustration of variable absorption of graphene through the
band-ﬁlling eﬀect. a) The natural state of graphene: the valence band is com-
pletely full (red), and every state in the conduction band is ready to receive an
electron. Any photon with energy ~ω can be absorbed by creating an exciton.
b) Electrons have been injected into the graphene ﬁlling the conduction band
up to the energy level εfill; photons with energy less than Ʀεfill can no longer be
absorbed by creating an exciton as there are no empty conduction band states
available. c)Electrons have been removed from the graphene leaving the va-
lence band empty down to a level of  εfill; photons with energy less than Ʀεfill
can no longer be absorbed by creating an exciton as there are no electrons
available to be promoted to the conduction band states within reach.
Ǌǌ
longer wavelengths. Current technology makes it possible in the NIR but visible
energies are too high. Mid-infrared frequencies are even beĨer and have the
added beneėt of not interacting as strongly with the optical phonons in graphene.
In particular at wavelengths longer than ǎ μm the optical phonon loss is
completely turned oﬀ, this means that turning excitonic loss on and oﬀ leads to
much higher contrast.
Ǌ.ǉǈ DĹňĽĻłķŃłňĽĸĹŇĵŉĽŃłňĺŃŇĵPCNCĶĵňĹĸĻŇĵńļĹłĹEOM
When operating at ǉ.Ǎ μmwe can take advantage of a growing number of
publications that have characterized the optical losses due graphene deposited
on-top of photonic crystal cavities[ǌǎ, ǌǏ] and SOI waveguides[ǌǋ]. ĉis data is
extremely useful because grapheneã especially graphene grown by chemical
vapor deposition (CVD)ã has a wide range of quality. ĉis makes it diﬃcult to
quantify exactly howmuch optical loss to expect, as well as the contrast expected
from an electronic on/oﬀ switch.
By taking minimum loss and maximum loss from literature we can develop a
window to target with the design of our PCNCs. Because we want to operate at
NIR frequencies optical phonon loss is always signiėcant, even if we can
completely eliminate excitonic absorption[ǌǐ]. In reported results that do not
use a cavity (i.e. just a straight waveguide) some contrast was observed, but the
loss even in the “on” state was signiėcant[ǌǋ, ǌǌ].
As we will now show, this low-contrast loss means the high Q PCNCsmust be
close to strongly coupled to the waveguide in order to show high contrast
switching behavior. It is possible to have a high Q cavity with bad transmission
properties and the converse is true. However, a normalized transmission
measurement gives us the relative amount of loss into the waveguide:
T =

Qtotal
Qwave
Ʀ
(Ǌ.Ǌ)
ĉe total Q is given by the FWHMmeasurement of the transmiĨed
ǊǍ
Lorentzian. As the Q of a cavity is related to the inverse of the loss rate, we add
the loss rates together to get a total Q as follows:
ƥ
Qtotal
=
ƥ
Qwave
+
ƥ
Qscatter
+
ƥ
Qmaterial
+ ::: (Ǌ.ǋ)
Qscatter is determined by the loss rate into free-space due to scaĨering andQmaterial
is related to the absorption loss in the material. Qmaterial is considered inėnite in
silicon at NIR wavelengths (i.e. no loss), but once graphene is added to the
system it will become ėnite and contribute to the total Q. If we are aĨempting to
observe a change in transmission from a cavity, such as the fundamental mode
from Fig. Ǌ.ǎ.ǉ, we can see that a considerable change in theQmaterial will be
needed:
T =
0B@

ƥ
Qwave +
ƥ
Qscatter +
ƥ
Qmaterial
 ƥ
Qwave
1CA
Ʀ
(Ǌ.ǌ)
ĉis is becauseQscatter is already much smaller thanQwave. If we estimate
Qmaterial based on waveguide loss ėgures from [ǌǋ] we can see with our speciėc
PCNCs why there will be no visible change in the “on” and “oﬀ” states of
graphene in our system,. In order to observe a diﬀerence two possible tacks are
possible. First, a cavity with much beĨer transmission properties can be
designed. Second, the interaction of graphene and light can be altered such that
the phononic loss mechanisms become less signiėcant. ĉis will changed by
either geĨing a beĨer quality of CVD graphene, or aĨempting to work at longer
wavelengths. Fig. Ǌ.ǉǈ.ǉ shows a numerical analysis of the normalized
transmission contrast as a function of both the intrinsic Q and intrinsic
transmission properties of a PCNC.
Based on the calculations show in Fig. Ǌ.ǉǈ.ǉ we know that the high Q cavities,
such as from the one shown in Fig. Ǌ.ǎ.ǉ, are not suitable because their on-oﬀ
contrast would be vanishingly small. However, because of the high number of
lower Q, higher transmission peak as the wavelength approaches the band edge
Ǌǎ
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Figure 2.10.1: Upper and lower limits for transmission contrast in a graphene
EOM. There is a sweet spot of maximum transmission contrast where Qmaterial
due to the graphene is comparable to the intrinsic Q. The reason for this
is easily inferable from Eq. 2.4. a) Estimates based on low quality CVD
graphene. The material Q is taken as 136 in the oﬀ-state, and 182 in the
on-state[43]. b) Higher quality CVD graphene projects to have much better
characteristics. Q is taken as 650 in the oﬀ-state and 1800 in the on-state.
These numbers were extracted from[46, 47] with some adjustment for diﬀer-
ent modal overlaps in the 2D and 1D photonic crystals.
they are still worth exploring.
Ǌ.ǉǉ SŉĵŉĽķ Ķĵłĸ ĺĽŀŀĽłĻ
ĉe Fermi level of graphene is rarely exactly at the Dirac point (the state from
Ǌ.Ǒ.ǉa). When it is in contact with any material that does not have precisely the
same work function as itself, there will be an equilibration at the interface
between the two materials depending on the relationship of their respective work
functions. ĉe graphene will either be doped p or n. In the case of p doping this
equivalent to removing electrons (the state from Ǌ.Ǒ.ǉc), whereas n doping has
the opposite eﬀect. ĉis means that depending on the level of the band ėlling the
excitonic absorption will be oﬀ up to a certain frequency of light[ǌǑ].
We can see this when we transfer graphene onto our TE/TM cavities from Fig.
Ǌ.ǎ.ǉ. ĉe graphene is grown by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) on top of
ǊǏ
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Figure 2.11.1: Transmission spectra from a device with graphene deposited.
a) Before the supporting PMMA layer is removed. The PMMA acts a natural
dopant and ﬁlls the bands of the graphene. This allows some light to avoid
absorption and optical cavity modes are visible, though greatly degraded when
compared to the clear cavity in Fig. 2.6.1. b) The PMMA has been removed
and virtually all traces of the cavity spectrum have disappeared. By injecting
a lot of light we are able to see the pass-band of the PCNC as well as some
band-edge modes, but no localized modes can be distinguished.
Ǌǐ
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Figure 2.11.2: Depositing graphene on a PCNC results in the optical modes
disappearing in the transmission spectrum. a) An optical micrograph of a
TE/TM PCNC with a patterned strip of graphene overlaying it. The graphene
is just visible due the interference eﬀects with the substrate. b) A transmis-
sion spectrum of the TE mode of the PCNC, with a “before and after” com-
parison. While graphene is expected to blue-shift the mode, this scan range
would cover any such change.
copper foil. PMMA is then spun onto the graphene side of the foil, and the foil is
chemically etched away. ĉis leaves the graphene aĨached to a layer of PMMA
and allows mechanical manipulation without damaging or losing the graphene.
ĉe graphene, supported by the PMMA, is then deposited on-top of our bare
TE/TM cavities, if the PMMA is leě on, then it will signiėcantly dope the
graphene. Fig. Ǌ.ǉǉ.ǉ shows spectra with the PMMA still on, and then aěer the
PMMA is removed.
ĉe PMMA ėlls the bands of the graphene in the areas where it is in contact
with the graphene. ĉis eﬀect is reversible and is due to the discrepancy in the
work function of the PMMA and the graphene. In order to equalize the Fermi
level across the graphene-PMMA interface, charge Ěows into the graphene,
stopping the excitonic absorption of IR light. With the PMMA doping the
graphene we can still make out cavity modes, although their Q is diminished. In
this way we see the eﬀect of the optical phonon loss despite having limited or
turned oﬀ the excitonic loss mechanism.
Aěer the PMMA is removed we can paĨern the graphene using
ǊǑ
photolithography to mask the areas we want to keep, and burning the rest oﬀ with
an oxygen plasma. Fig. Ǌ.ǉǉ.Ǌa shows an optical micrograph of a PCNCwith a
paĨerned strip of graphene running over it. ĉe graphene is visible due to
interference eﬀects although its contrast is low. A before and aěer scan of the
device, Fig. Ǌ.ǉǉ.Ǌb, reveals that the high Qmode is completely damped out by
the graphene.
Ǌ.ǉǊ Ał ĽłŉĹĻŇĵŉĹĸ ĻŇĵńļĹłĹ EOM
If we want to move beyond the binary choice of either having PMMA on the
graphene or not, we need to ėnd a way to dope the graphene dynamically. One of
the best integrated technologies for this doping is based upon the idea of the
metal-oxide-semiconductor ėeld-eﬀect-transistor (MOSFET), where a thin layer
of oxide acts to create a capacitor. Here the semiconductor layer is simply the
silicon in the TE/TM cavity. ĉe graphene plays the role of the metal layer, and
oxide is deposited between the silicon PCNC and the graphene. In the area of
overlap between the silicon and the graphene, the graphene will be doped when a
voltage is applied between the graphene and the silicon. Fig. Ǌ.ǉǊ.ǉ shows a
cartoon of a proposed conėguration.
ĉe fabrication itself is a long and involved process. ĉe TE/TM cavities are
paĨerned in Ǎǈǈ nm thick SOI in a similar manner to other PCNCs. However, in
this instance the etch is not performed fully, leaving a ǋǈ - Ǎǈ nm layer of silicon
behind. ĉis thin layer is then selectively removed, leaving behind a “shelf ”
connected to the PCNC that allows for electrical contact to be made. Aěer the
residual etch mask is removed electrical contacts are put down by liě-oﬀ.
Atomic layer deposition (ALD) is used to deposit a dielectric oxide such as
AlxOy at low temperature, so that photoresist can be used as a liě-oﬀ mechanism.
Graphene is transferred to the substrate and the PMMA removed in a gentle
acetone vapor etch; this protects the graphene. ĉen the graphene is paĨerned
using photolithography, removing the excess graphene not covering the PCNC.
ǋǈ
Figure 2.12.1: 3D mock-up of a graphene based PCNC electro-optic mod-
ulator. A PCNC is strongly coupled to a waveguide, and in electrical contact
with a “gate.” The PCNC is isolated from the graphene by a thin layer of ox-
ide. By applying a potential between the PCNC and the graphene the band
can be ﬁlled or emptied.
Figure 2.12.2: SEM micrographs of fabricated graphene EOMs. Graphene is
visible as a darker layer, while the gate-oxide has slightly less contrast.
ǋǉ
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Figure 2.12.3: Below: a mockup of the electrical contact to the graphene
and photonic crystal. Above: 100 kHz trace of modulation in the reﬂectivity
of the cavity.
While the ėnal device seems to be complete in the SEM images (see Fig.
Ǌ.ǉǊ.Ǌ), we have been unable to observe contrast between the “on” and “oﬀ”
states where the voltage is turned on an oﬀ. ĉis is likely due to the unsuitability
of the speciėc cavity’s transmission properties as discussed in Sec. Ǌ.ǉǈ. In the
future further improvements in design, such as lower Q and higher T, as well as
creating a more symmetric cladding, may lead to vastly improved performance.
However, there is one more consideration. Because the doping in the graphene is
due to a capacitor forming between the graphene and the silicon, the graphene
will only be doped in the areas immediately above the silicon. ĉis doping eﬀect
is highly local and above the holes that form the PCNC, there will still be lossy
areas[Ǎǈ]. ĉe use of the dielectric mode should limit the loss from this
ǋǊ
inconsistency, but it should be kept in mind as a possible reason for device failure.
Note that people have observed EOM eﬀects in silicon cavities with CVD
graphene, however, they used ionic gels to achieve much higher levels of shiěs in
the Fermi level[ǌǎ, ǌǏ]. ĉis was achieved in reĚection, not transmission, so the
limits in detection are much more relaxed. Additionally, instead of an integrated,
high-speed carrier injection, ionic gels were used to gate the graphene. ĉis leads
to very high levels of doping but is slow. Depending on the type of gel used it
could be limited to DC operation or a few kHz. While an excellent ėrst step,
these devices are not an integrated solution.
Ǌ.ǉǋ MĽĸ-IłĺŇĵŇĹĸ
With a similar conėguration of graphene and silicon we have examined the eﬀects
of graphene at ǌ.ǌ μm. Instead of a PCNC, a ǊD Lǋ cavity was used. ĉe
characterization was performed in a resonant scaĨering setup, and instead of
transmission a change in the reĚection was monitored. Fig Ǌ.ǉǊ.ǋ shows a
schematic of the device as well as a ǉǈǈ kHzmodulation measured as a voltage
was applied. While this experiment was performed in resonant scaĨering the
technology to move this to a completely integrated conėguration is well within
reach. Working at MIR frequencies with graphene is aĨractive due the
diminished phononic losses and this may well be a future avenue.
ǋǋ
In which the author feels the good vibrations.
3
Resonance tuning and coupled PCNCs
WĹŌĽŀŀ łŃŌ ĹŎńŀŃŇĹ ňŃŁĹmethods for tuning the resonances of PCNCs.
We ended the last chapter by proposing a PCNC and graphene based EOM.ĉe
operating mechanism for such a device is based on changing the absorptivity of
the cavity. ĉis is equivalent to controlling the imaginary part of the refractive
index. We will now consider the eﬀects of changing the real part of the refractive
index. ĉis will lead to changes in the resonance frequency of the PCNCs
without inducing absorptive losses. In particular we will focus on mechanically
deforming PCNCs. We will see that it is advantageous to study a system of
coupled PCNCs. We will then discuss some of the mechanical properties and the
overlap between the optical and mechanical degrees of freedom.
ĉere are a number of reasons why we may want to tune the frequencies at
which our PCNCs resonate. We may have been targeting a certain wavelength
ǋǌ
and due to fabrication tolerances have missed that window. Wemay want to
actively react to diﬀerent wavelengths over time. ĉere are a number of ways we
can accomplish this tuning. We could, for instance, run liquids with diﬀerent
indexes of refraction over the cavity[Ǎǉ] and in that way control the wavelength.
However, there are more local and elegant methods of accomplishing this eﬀect.
For instance, a PN junction could be used to inject carriers into the cavity
region[ǍǊ]. Free-carrier dispersion would then shiě the refractive index of the
nanobeammaterial, leading to a shiě in the resonance. Another method would
be to use either the absorption of light or an Ohmic heater to locally heat the
material, which through the thermo-optic eﬀect would also lead to a shiě in the
resonance[Ǎǋ–ǍǍ]. Both of these methods have the advantage of operating in an
integrated manner, where electrical signals control the optical resonances.
However, they have the disadvantage of constantly consuming power. One of the
reasons for making the transition from electronics to photonics is to lose these
ohmic losses.
One method that would not consume power would be to selectively remove
some of the material of the nanobeam. With silicon this could be achieved by
oxidizing the surface and using a selective etch to remove this oxidation. ĉis
process can be used to shiě the resonance of a PCNC ėnely in what is called
“digital tuning.” While this maintains a zero power consumption aěer tuning, it
suﬀers from being irreversible[Ǎǎ, ǍǏ].
If we are seeking a low power method of tuning that is dynamic and fully
reversible then mechanical deformation is worthy of consideration.
ǋ.ǉ MĹķļĵłĽķĵŀ ĸĹĺŃŇŁĵŉĽŃł
Mechanical deformation is a natural avenue when the geometry of the PCNC is
considered. As in our resonant scaĨering setup, when the beam is undercut it is
already the quintessential MEMS device: a doubly clamped beam. Because of the
small size and mass, a minuscule amount of force is required to displace the
center of the beam signiėcantly.
ǋǍ
Figure 3.1.1: Graphical deﬁnition of PCNC dimensions. L: length. w:width.
t:height or thickness.
A doubly clamped beam can be modeled as a simple spring obeying Hook’s
law. In this case the ǋD deformation tensor must be modeled by a single
parameter. For this purpose we can consider the one dimensional motion of the
beam’s center point. By applying a force along the direction of deformation
(perpendicular to the axis of the beam) we can see a linear relationship between
the displacement of the beam and the applied force (Fig. ǋ.ǉ.Ǌ), as conėrmed in
Finite Element Analysis(FEM, COMSOLMultiphysics) simulations. ĉe slope
of this line gives us an eﬀective spring constant fromHooke’s Law:
F =  keffx (ǋ.ǉ)
ĉe keff of the spring constant will be highly dependent upon the proėle of the
applied force. A “point force” applied directly at the center will lead to a much
lower keff than the same magnitude of force applied along the whole length of the
beam. ĉerefore, depending on the way in which a force is applied we need to be
careful in the parametrization of the motion.
Unfortunately, we can see in Fig. ǋ.ǉ.ǋ that in a doubly clamped beam all of the
strain due to deformation occurs adjacent to the clamping points. ĉemeans that
while displacement the center of the beam, where the cavity is located, does
elongate the beam, none of this elongation takes place where it would be useful.
One alternative would be to suspend the beam above the substrate, but still close
enough that the PCNC’s modes are dependent on the separation. ĉen through
ǋǎ
kef N/m
Figure 3.1.2: FEM simulation of the linear response of a doubly clamped
nanobeam to an applied force. Dimensions are given in Fig. 3.1.1
various contrivances, we could move the beam closer to or further from the
substrate. ĉis change in the refractive index proėle of the mode will result in
tuning. However, yet another alternative exists.
ǋ.Ǌ CŃŊńŀĹĸ ńļŃŉŃłĽķ ķŇŏňŉĵŀ łĵłŃĶĹĵŁ ķĵŋĽŉĽĹň
If two PCNCs are brought together in parallel, and the gap between them is small
enough that their evanescent ėelds can interact, then the system will not be
described by two independent optical resonances; the resonances will instead
couple, leading to supermodes that are even and odd about the mirror-symmetry
plane as seen in Fig. ǋ.Ǌ.ǉ. ĉe even mode will have a lower energy (red-shiěed)
while the odd-mode will be pushed to higher energy (blue-shiěed)[Ǎǐ]. ĉe
magnitude of the separation should increase as the beams get closer together, as
this increases the coupling strength of the modes. To test this theory we
fabricated pairs of PCNCs that were separated by varying distances. When we
tracked the modes we were surprised to ėnd that while the even mode did
red-shiě considerably, the odd-mode never moved much lower than the value at
ǋǏ
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Figure 3.1.3: A colormap of normalized strain in PCNCs. a) A PCNC that
is deformed “in-plane”. One edge experiences strain, but the cavity length at
the center is unaltered. b) A side view of a PCNC deformed “out-of-plane.” c)
Top view of the out-of-plane deformed PCNC. There is virtually no deforma-
tion at the center of the beam.
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Figure 3.2.1: Images of coupled PCNCs and the ﬁeld layout of their fun-
damental supermodes. a) SEM micrograph of fabricated coupled beams. b)
Resonant wavelength of fundamental supermodes as a function of separation
(“d”). c) Close up of center showing the tapered cavity region. d) Even super-
mode with ﬁeld strongly localized in the gap. e) Odd supermodes with node
in the gap.
inėnite separation. ĉis trend was conėrmed in both FDTD and FEM
simulations as can be seen in Fig. ǋ.Ǌ.ǉ.
From an examination of the mode proėle this behaviour makes a certain
amount of sense. ĉere is a large ėeld component in the even mode that lies
between the two beams. ĉis means that the mode is highly sensitive to
perturbations in the gap, whereas the odd mode has almost all of its ėeld
components inside the beams, which makes it less susceptible to any change in
the relative position of the beams. An expression for the change in resonance
ǋǑ
frequency for a device as a function of dielectric index perturbation is given by
Δω = ω
Ʀ
R
dƧrΔε(r) jE(r)jƦR
dƧrε(r) jE(r)jƦ +O(Δε
Ʀ) (ǋ.Ǌ)
where ω is the angular frequency, ε(r) is the permiĨivity of the region where the
cavity is located and Δε(r) is the small perturbation to this permiĨivity, caused by
the motion of the beams, for example. By examining the overlap between Δε(r)
and jE(r)jƦ, we can quickly see that the even mode should be aﬀected by
movement while the odd mode should remain unperturbed. Eq. ǋ.Ǌ also shows
why a single beam is diﬃcult to tune. At small deformations each Δε(r) on one
side of the PCNC is exactly cancelled out by a corresponding Δε(r) on the other
side of the beam.
Another way to think about the process for the double beams is through
Coupling Induced Frequency shiě[ǍǑ]. ĉe idea is that as the beams move closer
together there are two eﬀects. ĉe increasing coupling strength is blue-shiěing
the odd mode while red-shiěing the even mode, yet at the same time when we
examine the mode of each individual beam (the components that form the
supermodes), there is a large Δε(r) due to the presence of the second beam. ĉis
means that each individual beam is being red-shiěed regardless of the coupling
between the cavities. We happen to be operating in a regime where the
magnitude of the two eﬀects is essentially equal. ĉis means that the odd-mode is
essentially not tuned whereas the even mode is tuned twice as much compared to
tuning from coupling eﬀects alone.
While we have shown that pairs of PCNCs that are lithographically deėned to
be at a given separation do follow the trend from Fig. ǋ.Ǌ.ǉ, this is not reversible
dynamic tuning. In the next few chapters we will discuss several methods for
achieving this dynamically controlled separation.
ǌǈ
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Figure 3.2.2: Some of the vibrational modes of a suspended, doubly-clamped
PCNC. The colormap is for normalized displacement as a function of posi-
tion. a) The ﬁrst two “in-plane” modes, as deﬁned by the plane of the sub-
strate. The second-order mode is marked by the node at the center. b) The
out-of-plane modes. In this case their frequency is lower than the in-plane
modes because this PCNC is wider than it is thick. c) The ﬁrst two torsional
modes of this PCNC. The beam is twisting along its axis. d) The fundamental
“phononic mode”, at these frequencies there is negligible displacement and in-
terestingly the periodic structure that leads to the photonic band-gap can also
contain these mechanical vibrations [60].
ǌǉ
ǋ.ǋ TļĹ ŁĹķļĵłĽķĵŀ ŋĽĶŇĵŉĽŃłň Ńĺ ķŃŊńŀĹĸ PCNCň
In addition to the static measurement of coupled PCNCs, we can also consider
how the beams vibrate. As doubly-clamped resonators they have a number of
diﬀerent transverse, torsional, and “phononic” modes[ǎǈ]. ĉese can be seen in
Fig. ǋ.Ǌ.Ǌ. ĉese modes increase in frequency with the fundamental transverse
modes having frequencies in theMHz, the torsional modes in the ǉǈǈs ofMHz
and the breathing modes reaching into theGHz. ĉis range of frequencies means
that the transverse vibrations are the largest in amplitude and therefore interact
much more strongly than the higher frequency modes. In order to see the eﬀect
of the higher frequency modes more and more sensitive equipment is required.
As a ėrst order approximation we can consider only the transverse vibrations.
Because of the geometry of our PCNCs we can consider the in-plane and
out-of-plane vibrations separately.
Similar to coupled optical modes, if there is a connection between the
mechanical vibrations they will also form supermodes. ĉis connection could be
material, such as in Figs. ǋ.Ǌ.ǉ and ǋ.ǋ.ǉ, or it could be mediated by the optical
modes. ¹ We therefore see mechanical modes as displayed in Fig. ǋ.ǋ.ǉ. If the
motion of the mode leads to a change in the separation of the beams this is called
a “bright mode” because it will be discernible in the optical signal. If there is no
diﬀerential movement, then it will be diﬃcult to discern the motion in the optical
signal and these vibrational modes are called “dark modes.” We will discuss one
method of observing these modes in the following section.
ǋ.ǋ.ǉ OĶňĹŇŋĽłĻ ŉŇĵłňŋĹŇňĹ ŋĽĶŇĵŉĽŃłň
When PCNCs are free-standing they have a number of diﬀerent transverse
vibrational modes. At a ėnite temperature these modes will all be active due to
random thermal Ěuctuations. ĉerefore, if they have any “brightness,” they will
¹As we will discuss in Chapter ǌ the dispersion of an optical mode with respect to the sepa-
ration of the PCNCs leads to a mechanical force.
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Figure 3.3.1: A few of the coupled transverse vibration modes of PCNCs. In
this case the coupling is due a physical connection between the two beams.
a) The even (+) fundamental mode for both the in- and out-of-plane modes.
With virtually no diﬀerential motion between the beams these modes are dark.
b) The odd (-) fundamental mode for the in- and out-of-plane modes. The
mode in the top row is generally the brightest mode of a coupled PCNC be-
cause it directly changes the gap at the center of the beams length. c) Some
examples of in- and out-of-plane modes of higher order. Depending on how
they overlap with the optical mode, these can be bright (second row) or dark
(ﬁrst row).
ǌǋ
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Figure 3.3.2: Bright and dark modes of coupled PCNCs. A tunable laser is
set at point “A” (inset), the largest slope on the transmitted signal. Due to
the high Q and sensitivity to motion the tiny vibrations with non-zero gom can
be seen when the photodetector signal is fed into a spectrum analyzer. NLT
refers to non-linear transduction and is a harmonic of IP1 because the change
induced by IP1 is so large that it is no longer a linear perturbation. a) The
odd mechanical mode has a large eﬀect on the even optical mode and can be
seen very clearly on the transduced signal. b) The even mechanical mode has
no diﬀerential motion and therefore is not visible on the transduced signal.
be leaving a small but measurable imprint on the optical signal transmiĨing
through the PCNCs. If we place our tunable laser at the maximum slope of the
Lorentzian (Point A in the inset of Fig. ǋ.ǋ.Ǌ), and plug the output of a
high-bandwidth photodetector into a spectrum analyzer, we see the modulation
at the frequencies corresponding to the bright, transverse modes.
Fig. ǋ.ǋ.Ǌ shows an example spectrum as well as the fundamental, simulated,
mechanical mode shapes that were matched to the spectrum. Fig. ǋ.ǋ.ǉ shows a
larger selection of modes labeled with the same nomenclature. ĉe process of
simulating the vibrational modes lead to the conclusion that our SOI device layer
is compressively stressed. Matching the correct peaks required simulating with a
built-in stress. Conėrmation of the compressive stress in our SOI devices comes
from observed mechanical motion in the following chapter. ĉe amplitude of the
peaks in the spectrum are based on two things: ėrst the amount of movement
ǌǌ
random thermal Ěuctuations impart, and second, the gom associated with each
mode.
For small displacements we know that our PCNCs act as an ideal spring.
ĉerefore they have the following relationship between the frequency and spring
constant of a given mode:
f = ƥ
Ʀπ
s
keff
meff
(ǋ.ǋ)
keff / fƦ (ǋ.ǌ)
meff is the eﬀective mass of the vibrational mode. ĉis means that the spring
constant increases quadratically with frequency. We also know that random
thermal Ěuctuations impart an energy determined by the equipartition
theorem[ǎǉ]:
Edof =
ƥ
Ʀ
kBT (ǋ.Ǎ)
Edof is the energy per quadratic degree of freedom (in our case a single vibrational
mode modeled as a spring with an aĨached mass which has one quadratic degree
of freedom), kB is Boltzmann’s constant and T is the absolute temperature. ĉis
energy is the same for every mode, so based on the spring constant we can expect
enough motion (Δx) to satisfy the following equation:
ƥ
Ʀ
kBT =
ƥ
Ʀ
keffΔxƦ (ǋ.ǎ)
Δx =
s
kBT
keff
(ǋ.Ǐ)
Δx / ƥ
f
(ǋ.ǐ)
Where in the last step we substituted the relationship Eq. ǋ.ǌ. So at a ėxed
ǌǍ
temperature we expect the motion in vibrational modes to fall oﬀ as ƥ=f. On the
other hand, the gom is entirely dependent on the overlap between the optical
mode shape of the PCNC and the deformation proėle of the vibrational mode.
So based on our knowledge of goms we canmatch up the peaks we see in Fig. ǋ.ǋ.Ǌ
to simulations of the transverse vibrations.
ǌǎ
In which the author feels the force.
4
EleČro-Optomechanics of PCNCs
TļĹŇĹ ĵŇĹ ŉŌŃŁĵĽł ňĹķŉĽŃłň ŉŃ ŉļĽň ķļĵńŉĹŇ. First we will examine a
capacitive method for inducing motion in PCNCs. We will see that this is an
extremely eﬃcient method that is particularly applicable to silicon based devices.
Second we will examine a similar geometry that makes use of the gradient force
which loses a measure of its eﬃciency but allows for a generalization to insulating
materials. In this second section we will examine applying reconėguring forces
applied as voltages as well as through the optical modes of the PCNCs.
ǌ.ǉ CĵńĵķĽŉĽŋĹ ĺŃŇķĹ
Capacitive force is a commonmethod for actuation at micro- and nano-scales.
ĉe origin of the force can be explained by examining the energy dependence of
ǌǏ
a parallel plate capacitor[ǎǊ]:
U = ƥ
Ʀ
CVƦ = εrεƤAV
Ʀ
Ʀd
=
εrεƤAVƦ
Ʀ
(xƤ   x) ƥ (ǌ.ǉ)
xƤ is the initial separation and x is the diﬀerential movement of the capacitor
plates (toward each other is increasing x). ĉe resulting force can be calculated
using the gradient of the potential¹. By limiting ourselves to one dimension we
have:
F =  r ƥ
Ʀ
CVƦ =   εrεƤAV
Ʀ
Ʀ
(xƤ   x) Ʀ (ǌ.Ǌ)
From the negative sign we infer that the force is aĨractive. We can also see that as
the plates move closer together the force increases. ĉis leads to highly favorable
operating conditions because devices with small gaps can be actuated with low
power. Another element of note is that the force is quadratically dependent on
the voltage. ĉis means that a small time varying signal on-top of an applied DC
voltage will be magniėed proportional to the DC voltage[ǋǏ, ǎǋ]:
F    ƥ
Ʀ
C0(VDC)Ʀ + C0VDCVAC (ǌ.ǋ)
for the sake of clarity we have collected the capacitance terms into C0, denoting
the positional derivative of the capacitance.²
As discussed in Chapter ǉ it is advantageous to mechanically tune coupled
PCNCs. ĉe tuning dependent on the gap between two parallel beams is
signiėcant not only due to supermode spliĨing, but also due to the coupling
induced frequency shiě (CIFS). When casting the problem in terms of
mechanical actuation with capacitative forces, we see that the extremely small
gaps where the even mode is highly dispersive is also where the most force can be
obtained with the least voltage. ĉe challenges of smaller gaps will be discussed
in Sec. ǌ.Ǌ.ǋ.
¹In the long time limit where the capacitor charge is constant, the total energy is equivalent
to the potential energy
²A simple application of a Taylor expansion yields this expression.
ǌǐ
Figure 4.1.1: PCNC movement and optical mode shift with respect to ap-
plied voltage.
Armed with our knowledge of keff and the capacitive force expected for
diﬀerent applied voltages, we can quickly extract the voltages required to move
the beams a useful amount. It turns out that small voltages are required. In an
easy to fabricate geometry we simulate that just Ǎ V should lead to over ǉǈ nm of
tuning. One of the major strengths of this method is that once the beams have
reconėgured, no power is required to keep them in position because the force is
electrostatic. For the high Q cavities that we are capable of fabricating, ǉǈ nm of
tuning is over ǉǈǈ line-widths; this means that with a Ǎ V dynamic range
potentially ǉǈǈ channels could addressed³.
Fig. ǌ.ǉ.ǉ shows the simulated change in gap as well as the tuning of the even
mode as a function of applied voltage. ĉis signiėcant tuning at sub-ǉǈǈ nm gaps
is one of the reasons that this method is so aĨractive. ĉe reasons for the highly
non-linear behavior has been discussed in the previous paragraphs. Simulations
are carried out in COMSOLmulti-physics, which allows for complete coupling
³ĉis is why Qs in the range of ǉǈ,ǈǈǈ are useful: they allow a large number of channels.
ǌǑ
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Figure 4.1.2: Simulated deformation of beams under capacitive forces. Field
proﬁles are the Ey component. The actual displacement is exaggerated for
clarity of direction and shape of the deformation
of the electrostatic, mechanical, and even the optical eigenfrequency calculations.
ĉe calculations are self-consistent, meaning that changes in the geometry are fed
back into the calculation to update the forces. ĉis is necessary for the capacitive
force because this force increases as the beams move closer together. Fig. ǌ.ǉ.ǉ
shows how the resonance of the even mode evolves, taking into account the
deformed geometry due to the applied voltage.⁴
⁴ĉere is very liĨle diﬀerence between deforming two PCNCs so that their center’s move
closer together, and moving them closer without deforming them. ĉis is because they they are
much longer than the distance they are displaced, so curvature is minimal.
Ǎǈ
Figure 4.1.3: SEM micrographs of fabricated, capacitively-actuated PCNCs.
The devices maintain electrical isolation between the PCNCs, but each PCNC
is contacted by an independent metal electrode. The entire area around the
PCNCs has been undercut; the remaining SiO2 can be seen supporting the
silicon PCNCs.
ǌ.ǉ.ǉ DĹŋĽķĹ ĺĵĶŇĽķĵŉĽŃł ĵłĸ ķļĵŇĵķŉĹŇĽŐĵŉĽŃł
ĉese devices were fabricated and tested. Figure ǌ.ǉ.ǋ shows an SEM of an
example device. As can be seen, the two PCNCs are electrically isolated, but are
extremely close to each other. Gaps as low as Ǎǈ nm were measured. ĉe
fabrication process involved several steps. Starting with ǊǊǈ nm SOI (SOITEC),
electron-beam (e-beam) lithography was used to paĨern a mask in Flow-able
Oxide (Corning FOX-ǉǎ). Aěer a high-contrast develop in ǊǍƻ tetra-methyl
ammonium hydroxide (TMAH), the mask was transferred into the Silicon device
layer through inductively coupled plasma reactive ion etching (ICP-RIE).ĉe
remaining etch mask was removed with buﬀered oxide etch, and metal contacts
were thermally evaporated onto the chip. Aěer dicing the chip a HF vapor
etching process was used to undercut the devices. Finally, the chip was aĨached
to a chip carrier and wire bonded at low-power to prevent damage to the PCNCs.
Figure ǌ.ǉ.ǌ shows the resulting tuning observed when a voltage was applied
across the beams. We see that the observed tuning tracks the theoretical
predictions remarkably well. In addition to observing the tuning by monitoring
the resonance frequencies of the even and odd modes, we were also able to
Ǎǉ
Figure 4.1.4: Observed and simulated tuning of the fundamental even and
odd optical modes of our devices. The simulations were carried out based on
dimensions measured, post-fabrication, in the SEM. There is a small diﬀerence
in the absolute value of the experimental and simulated resonances, but the
diﬀerential behaviour is well reproduced.
conėrm the motion by placing the devices inside of a SEM. By using an electrical
feed-though we applied a driving voltage to the beams while imaging them. ĉis
allowed us to visually conėrm the nanometer scale motion of the beams as a
function of the applied voltage. Fig. ǌ.ǉ.Ǎb shows some stills of the beams
moving closer together.
ǌ.ǉ.Ǌ AłĵŀŏŐĽłĻ ŉļĹ ŁĹķļĵłĽķň
In generating the simulations shown in Fig. ǌ.ǉ.ǌ, we noticed a considerable
discrepancy in that we experimentally observed signiėcantly higher tuning at a
given voltage than coupled FEM simulations predicted. All of the physical
parameters such the PCNC separation, actual beam widths, thicknesses,
suspended length, hole size and position were conėrmed to within a few nm by
ǍǊ
high resolution electron microscopy. We were able to conclude that there was
signiėcant compressive stress in the device layer of our SOI.ĉrough parameter
sweeps of uniaxial compressive stress we able to determine a value of ǋǈMPa
compressive stress that ėt the experimentally determined behavior. Analysis of
the same batch of SOI later yielded similar results[ǎǌ].
ĉe compressive stress led to larger than expected tuning because stress aﬀects
the keff of a doubly clamped beam as follows[ǋǐ]:
keff =
AEwtƧ
LƧ
+
BT
L
(ǌ.ǌ)
A and B are geometry dependent constants, w, t, and L are the dimensions of the
beam as deėned in Fig. ǋ.ǉ.ǉ, E is the Young’s Modulus of the material, and T is
the applied stress. Compressive stress is taken to be negative; thus a
compressively stressed beam will have a lower keff than an unstressed beam and
therefore move more than expected for a given applied force⁵.
ǌ.ǉ.ǋ LĽŁĽŉň
While this actuation is extremely low power and has the advantage of working
well with silicon, there are limits to its usefulness. First of all, it is hard to
generalize to materials other than semiconductors. Any insulator such as
Diamond or Si₃N₄ cannot be used as a capacitor, and therefore this kind of force
would be ineﬃcient at best. Eﬀorts have been made to overcome such problems
by depositing a low loss conductor on top of the insulator[ǎǍ], but such actions
have added complexity in fabrication and optical purity.
ĉe second problem is the speed of charging the capacitor. ĉe electrons need
to be pushed through the silicon, which with considerable resistance leads to
ohmic losses. In our experiments the silicon had a resistivity of ǉǈ Ω  cm. ĉis
leads a resistance of ǉǈ⁷ Ω. Even with the tiny capacitance inherent in the
coupled beams this limits the reaction times to above a ns. ĉis can be mitigated
⁵ĉe presence of compressive stress was conėrmed in Sec. ǋ.ǋ.ǉ where we observed the res-
onance frequencies of suspended PCNCs
Ǎǋ
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Figure 4.1.5: SEM micrographs of fabricated capacitively actuated PCNCs
showing the displacement. The top ﬁgure shows a “pinched-oﬀ” device where
the electrical attractive force has overcome the mechanical restorative force
completely, and the PCNCs have become stuck together through Van der
Waals interactions. The close-ups show a reduction in 67 nm gap as a func-
tion of applied voltage. The image contrast for the upper and lower beams
is altered with applied voltage. The potential diﬀerence leads to a diﬀerent
secondary electron signature.
Ǎǌ
by doping the silicon, but there is a limit to the level of doping before the optical
losses induced become a limiting factor in the device. Doping the silicon to a
level of ǉǈ¹⁸ cm Ƨ reduces the resistivity by two orders of magnitude while still
allowing optical Qs as high as ǉǈ⁵[ǎǎ], a value high enough for most applications.
If the resistance obtained from doping the semiconductor is still not low enough
a switch to the actuation methods of the next section may be required.
ĉe ėnal limit is speed. ĉe RC time constant of the device can be reduced to
the point where the limiting factor becomes mechanical response, through the
use of doping. However, the silicon beams are just not stiﬀ enough to be able to
operate at high frequencies. A good measure of their operating speed is ǉǈMHz.
Beyond this frequency the response will “roll-oﬀ” at Ǌǈ dB per decade or ǎ dB per
octave (for instance a tenfold increase in frequency will produce a ǉǈǈ times
smaller response for the same input power or a doubling of the frequency will
produce a ǌ times smaller response⁶). ĉis means that as frequency is pushed
higher and higher there are diminishing returns on the mechanical motion.
While measures such as shortening the suspended length of the beams and
making them wider can be taken to increase the stiﬀness, this also results in
reduced mechanical motion and therefore less tuning of the optical mode.
ǌ.ǉ.ǌ OŊŉŀŃŃĿ Ńĺ ķĵńĵķĽŉĽŋĹ ĵķŉŊĵŉĽŃł
It is instructive to compare the potential performance of capacitive actuation to
the state of the art in other optical modulators. Using graphene, charge injection
in silicon waveguides, and siliconMOSFET devices modulation speeds of tens to
hundreds of GHz at extremely low power is available [ǌǌ, ǎǏ, ǎǐ].
Opto-mechanical eﬀects will never be able to compete in-terms of speed with
these devices. ĉemechanical roll-oﬀ means that signiėcant displacement
cannot occur at these frequencies while keeping the power consumption low.
Another eﬀect to keep in mind is that the mechanical tuning is altering the real
refractive index, whereas other examples of high speed modulators are changing
⁶A an inverse quadratic relationship
ǍǍ
the imaginary refractive index and inducing absorption. ĉis means that if the
mechanical modulator is not transmiĨing the signal is being reĚected back. Many
optical systems will be sensitive to back reĚected light, so this would not be an
ideal setup for our mechanical ėlters either⁷.
When the sum of the strengths and weaknesses of the capacitive actuation of
mechanical tuning is taken we can conclude that these are potentially incredibly
useful in a variety of applications, including adjusting the operational wavelength
to compensate for fabrication tolerances, driěs due to temperature changes, or
conėguring optical circuits that do not need to be continuously altered. ĉe low
power, high dynamic range nature of the operation is simply not matched by any
other dynamic method of resonance tuning. Additionally, it should be stressed
again that aěer reconėguration there is zero power consumption, so a given
optical circuit could be held without constantly dissipating power.
ǌ.Ǌ TļĹ ĻŇĵĸĽĹłŉ ĺŃŇķĹ
Although the mechanical limitations cannot be overcome in a meaningful way
within the paradigm of mechanical tuning, we can address the ėrst two issues of
material choice and ohmic losses in loading the capacitor.
If, instead of charging the PCNCs directly to induce a capacitive force, we
could create a ėeld distribution around the beams that would induce them to pull
closer together or push further apart (as seen in Fig. ǌ.Ǌ.ǉ), we could decouple
the driving mechanism from the beams themselves. Because the beams are made
from dielectrics, they become polarized when located in an externally applied
electric ėeld. ĉis polarization is anti-aligned to the applied ėeld, so the system’s
energy is minimized when the ėeld overlap with the dielectric is maximized[ǉǈ].
⁷Future quantum computation gates that require no loss of information to operate may not
be compatible with absorptive modulators and mechanical reconėguration may need to be con-
sidered for these applications
Ǎǎ
Figure 4.2.1: Cross-section of electric ﬁeld intensity in gradient force applied
by adjacent electrodes. The high-ﬁeld intensity between the beams leads to an
attractive force in FEM simulations.
ĉis leads to the following force (called the gradient force):
F /  r jE(r)jƦ (ǌ.Ǎ)
We can further generalize this force by considering the eﬀect of the optical
modes without an applied external ėeld. We have already extensively discussed
the idea of causing a PCNC cavity to redshiě by mechanically moving the beams
together. ĉis is a clear indication that the closer conėguration of the beams
constitutes a lower energy state of the optical system. ĉerefore, a suﬃcient
amount of light in the optical modes will shiě the beams toward each other.
Obviously, this will be counteracted by restorative force that builds up in the
elastic beams, but given enough power we should see mechanical motion.
In the context of Eq. ǌ.Ǎ we can think of the ėeld distribution of the even
supermode and see that the gradient of the ėeld pulls the beams toward the
center of the gap where the ėeld is maximized. On the other hand, the odd mode
does not have a ėeld maximum in the gap and therefore there is no aĨractive
force pushing to close the gap.
ǍǏ
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Figure 4.2.2: Simulated displacements of coupled PCNCs due to the DC gra-
dient force. The simulations are carried out self-consistently, with the parame-
ters updating as the PCNCs move. a) Change in gap as a function of applied
voltage as well as detuning of the even supermode. keff can be used to deter-
mine the applied force. b) A perspective view; parts as labeled. Wire-frame
outline shows unperturbed position. c) A top view of the displaced PCNCs.
The white areas show the high ﬁeld from to the applied voltage. Of interest is
the sliver of white in the gap between the beams. G is the distance between
the metal contacts and the PCNCs. g is the gap between then PCNCs. Both
aﬀect the total gradient force.
ǌ.Ǌ.ǉ SŉĵŉĽķ ĵłĸ RF ĻŇĵĸĽĹłŉ ĺŃŇķĹň
Inducing the gradient force through applied voltages has the advantage of
extremely low power operation and allows us to eﬃciently combine electrical and
optical signals. As discussed in Sec. ǌ.ǉ.ǋ the PCNCs are able to eﬀectively
respond to signals on the order of ǉǈMHz. Aěer this limit it becomes very
diﬃcult to eﬀect mechanical changes. So signals up to this level are able to
dynamically control the optical resonant frequencies of the coupled PCNCs. If
Ǎǐ
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Figure 4.2.3: Demonstration of potential switching at low voltages using
high Q cavity modes. The red line represents light at a single frequency (such
as a CW laser). The optical Q is 10,000. The shift in the optical resonance
is based on FEM simulation for a coupled PCNC gap of 100 nm and a metal
contact gap of 750 nm.
we than to go to higher frequencies than this, then there will be a trade-oﬀ
between stiﬀness and mechanical response.
When we calculate typical forces in FEM simulations we ėnd that they are
signiėcant yet small compared to capacitive forces⁸. Fig. ǌ.Ǌ.Ǌ shows FEM
simulations of the gradient force. In the capacitive conėguration we were seeing
ǉǈ nm of tuning at less than Ǎ V, but now we are down to ǉ nm at ǐǈ V. Yet, given
the sensitivity of the coupled PCNCs to their separation, there is a meaningful
amount of movement at reasonable voltages. Fig. ǌ.Ǌ.ǋ shows how these small
changes can be used with a high Q cavity to control whether a signal is
transmiĨed, creating an electrically controlled switch for an optical signal.
ǌ.Ǌ.Ǌ FĵĶŇĽķĵŉĽŃł Ńĺ ĻŇĵĸĽĹłŉ-ĺŃŇķĹ ŉŊłĵĶŀĹ ĺĽŀŉĹŇň
ĉe challenge for implementing this scheme lies in the diﬃcult fabrication. In
contrast to the capacitive actuation scheme there are two extra properties that
considerably complicate the fabrication. First, by moving toward complete
integrated operation, the design was changed from resonant scaĨering to strong
waveguide coupling. ĉis also simpliėes measurement. On the other hand it also
⁸ǉǈǈ-ǉǈǈǈ times smaller for similar geometries at the same voltages
ǍǑ
adds fabrication steps with the deėnition of polymer waveguides, dicing clean
facets, and forcing a switch fromHF vapor etching to wet etching followed by
critical point drying. Second, the metal contacts need to be much closer to the
PCNCs. ĉe requirement for the resulting smallG (as deėned in Fig. ǌ.Ǌ.Ǌ)
requires much more precise alignment and liě-oﬀ.
A step by step fabrication procedure follows. E-beam lithography is used to
paĨern an etch mask in Flowable-Oxide (FOx). Aěer a high contrast
development, the paĨern for the PCNCs, feeder waveguides, and silicon support
pads for the metal contacts are transferred to the device layer of ǊǊǈ nm thick SOI
using an ICP RIE etch. Following the RIE a short etch in ǉǈǈ:ǉ H₂ǈ : ǌǑƻHF
was used to remove the remaining etch mask without undercuĨing the
thermal-oxide (BOX) layer. ĉis selective removal of the remaining FOx is
essential for the later undercuĨing steps. ĉe ǉǈǈ:ǉ dilution is necessary because
the inverse-tapers of the silicon waveguides are susceptible to be bent and broken
if they are undercut at all.
Metal contacts were deėned using e-beam lithography. In contrast to the the
capacitive actuation where photolithography was used, e-beam lithography
allows for the precise alignment required for sub-micronG lengths. Ǌǈǈ-ǌǈǈ nm
of gold with a chrome or titanium adhesion layer was thermally evaporated and
liěed-oﬀ. ĉen SUǐ polymer waveguides were deposited, and the chip diced. ĉe
dicing process yields clean facets at the chip edge allowing high-eﬃciency
buĨ-coupling. To this point we have generated an almost complete device, except
that the PCNCs are not suspended. Ideally the undercuĨing would be performed
by an HF vapor etch because of the small gaps and large elasticity of silicon. Aěer
a regular wet-etch the sample needs to be dried. ĉis drying process can be
highly destructive at the nanoscale because of the surface tension of the
evaporating liquids. In the resonant scaĨering conėguration we were able to
overcome this through a vapor-phase etch, where no liquid surface exists to cause
the close PCNCs to stick to each other. Now that we want to have feeder
waveguides on-chip the vapor phase etch becomes unreasonable. ĉe vapor of
ǎǈ
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Figure 4.2.4: Close-up image of a gradient force device. Metal contacts are
slightly misaligned but within tolerance.
ǎǉ
HF is so aggressive that it is very diﬃcult to deposit a mask that would both
protect the on-chip optical circuitry and not interfere with the propagating light
once the undercut is complete.
In order to achieve a clean undercut we are forced to use a wet-etch. Ǐ:ǉ
buﬀered oxide etch (BOE) allows for a gentle undercut of the BOX without
aĨacking the silicon. Additionally, photoresist can be used to mask oﬀ the areas
of the chip that we do not want undercut. We can open up a small window over
the PCNCs and the rest of the chip will be very well protected. At this point it is
essential that we removed the remaining FOx, otherwise the BOE will etch along
the waveguides where the FOx gives it a path, thereby making the undercut much
longer than expected. If it is too long the beams will not be stiﬀ enough to
withstand the next step.
Aěer the BOE undercut the sample is transferredãwithout ever allowing it
to dryã to a series of solvent baths. ĉis removes the photoresist and prepares
the sample for critical point drying (CPD).ĉe ėnal solvent soak is for several
hours in Ethanol. Ethanol is used in the critical point dryer as an initial medium.
It is important to soak the sample in ethanol because small traces of other liquids
can be trapped in the PCNCs and this will degrade the eﬀectiveness of the CPD
process.
ĉe CPD process starts by slowly Ěushing out the ethanol (keeping the sample
wet) by replacing it with liquid CO₂ at high pressures. ĉe two liquids are
imiscible and Ěooding the chamber of the CPD completely removes all traces of
ethanol. When the sample is completely Ěushed in liquid CO₂ a process of heat
and pressure cycles is used to maneuver the CO₂ around its critical point so that
there is a state change from liquid to gas without ever crossing a phase change
line. ĉis eliminates any kind of surface tension and allows the coupled PCNCs
to remain separate and free standing.
Fig. ǌ.Ǌ.ǌ and Fig. ǌ.Ǌ.Ǎ show SEMs of various ėnished devices. ĉe samples
were characterized by a tunable semi-conductor laser in the buĨ-coupling
conėguration. A probe station was constructed to make contact on-chip, and up
to ǋǈǈ Vwas applied across the contacts. Over ǉǈ chips with measurable optical
ǎǊ
resonances were fabricated. On this chips there were Ǎ-ǉǈ devices that appeared
to be free standing and have gaps (g) of ǉǈǈ nm or less. Based on theG values of
ǏǍǈ nm to Ǌ μm simulations suggest that this should have led to appreciable
tuning in the observable optical modes, but none was ever observed.
It is likely that the complicated fabrication led to small discrepancies that are
not easily visible in SEM images. For instance, it is possible that in the small gaps
the RIE did not completely release the two beams and they are held together by
an extremely thin layer of silicon that is penetrated by the SEM beam and
therefore does not show up on images. ĉis would stop any diﬀerential actuation.
ĉe largest diﬃculty in perfecting these devices lay in iterating the fabrication
process. Over the course of two years we successfully fabricatedãwhere success
is deėned by the devices passing visual inspection in the SEMãǉǈ chips. ĉere
were at least that many unsuccessful aĨempts. ĉis slog meant that it was and is
very diﬃcult to get to the boĨom of why exactly we never observed motion.
One of the best improvements that can be made is to decrease the gap size
between the PCNCs. ĉrough the CPD process we were able to reliably make
gaps of around ǉǈǈ nm. Lengths under this were prone to stiction. At gaps of ǉǊǈ
nm or more the force can change sign and become repulsive. Given fabrication
tolerances a ǉǈǈ nm gaps is on the limit of acceptable gaps. Decreasing the gap
has the dual advantages of increasing the force at a given voltage and increasing
the optical tuning for a given force. A new fabrication technique that
pre-undercuts the SOI is allowing our lab to reliably create gaps in the ǎǈ-ǐǈ nm
range. ĉis is allowing us to resurrect this project and may produce some results
moving forward.
ǌ.Ǌ.ǋ TļĹ ķļĵŀŀĹłĻĹň Ńĺ ĺĵĶŇĽķĵŉĽłĻ ňŁĵŀŀ Ļĵńň
ĉe limiting factor in fabricating our electro and optomechanical devices is the
smallest gaps that can be obtained. Using the HF vapor etching technique we are
able to obtain Ǎǈ nm gaps, while critical point drying limits our fabrication to Ǐǈ
nm gaps. Smaller gaps are lithographically possible with e-beam techniques but
ǎǋ
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Figure 4.2.5: A complete view of a gradient force actuation device. SU8
polymer waveguides act as spot-size converters for lensed ﬁbers. Light is
transferred to silicon waveguides through an inverse taper. The symmetric
curved sections act as single mode couplers between the single waveguide and
the double waveguide section where the coupled PCNCs are. Two isolated
contacts provide the ﬁeld proﬁle necessary for creating an attractive force in
the PCNC.
ǎǌ
stiction eﬀects lead sticking when random Ěuctuations of charge in the air create
enough force to stick the beams together[ǎǑ, Ǐǈ]. ĉere are passive and active
techniques for combating the stiction eﬀect[Ǐǉ, ǏǊ]. For our purposes we are
generally able to fabricate small enough gaps through critical point drying and
HF vapor etching, but future applications that require smaller gaps may need to
take in the added complexity of actively reducing stiction.
ǌ.Ǌ.ǌ OńŉĽķĵŀ ĺŇĹŅŊĹłķŏ ĻŇĵĸĽĹłŉ ĺŃŇķĹ
It is worth noting that we can explore interesting applications while simplifying
the fabrication process from the previous section. By removing the metal
contacts that were designed to apply a gradient force we can remove several
critical steps of fabrication and thus increase our yield. We will now be inducing
the force purely through optical means.
ĉe optical force arising from pumping the PCNCs at around ǉ.ǎ μm (ǉǐǎ
THz) is oscillating so quickly that the PCNCs merely see a time-averaged force
based on the RMS ėeld amplitude, or the intensity of the light.
ǌ.Ǌ.Ǎ CĵŀķŊŀĵŉĽłĻ ŉļĹ ĺŃŇķĹ
ĉe general calculation of the force exerted by an electromagnetic ėeld is
calculated usingMaxwell’s Stress Tensor[ǉǈ]:
Tαβ = εƤ
h
EαEβ   ƥƦ
 
~E  ~E+ cƦ~B  ~B δβαi (ǌ.ǎ)
the indices α and β indicate the three spatial components of the vectors, and δ is
the Kronecker delta. ĉis tensor gives the momentum Ěow (or force per unit
area) in the αth direction (e.g. Fx=mƦ; Fy=mƦ; and Fz=mƦ) through a surface
normal to the β direction. In order to determine the electromagnetic force
exerted on an object it is enclosed in a box and T ~n is integrated over the surface
of the box. Fig. ǌ.Ǌ.ǎ illustrates the concept of enclosing the object of interest
ǎǍ
nFigure 4.2.6: A virtual surface, the dashed line, that Maxwell’s Stress Tensor
(T) can be integrated over. This will give the force applied to the object en-
closed by the surface for a given ﬁeld distribution. ~n is a surface normal that
will change at diﬀerent parts of the surface.
inside the box:
Fα =
I
dS
X
β
Tαβnβ (ǌ.Ǐ)
ĉis stress tensor method of calculating forces has two interesting properties.
ĉe ėrst is that as long as the surface completely encloses the object of interest,
the actual shape is immaterial. For ease of calculation the surface is oěen chosen
to be of a similar shape to the object of interest. Second, it is possible to have
forces that are not perpendicular to a surface acting upon a surface. ĉese “shear”
forces are one of the more unique aspects of electrodynamics.
In the case of our coupled PCNC cavities we can choose two rectangular
prisms that engulf the individual PCNCs and with the use of Eq. ǌ.Ǐ calculate the
forces exerted by the various optical modes. We indeed ėnd that any kind of
non-dispersive mode with a negligible gom will not have any appreciable force
arising from the electromagnetic mode. ĉe limitation of this calculation method
is that it is static. If the force from the mode is signiėcant it will cause the PCNC
beams to rearrange themselves, leading to a slightly diﬀerent optical mode, as well
as loading up the mechanical spring. In the case of capacitive forces we were able
to incorporate the changing geometry by the use of self-consistent calculations.
If, instead, we must re-calculate the optical modes continuously, the problem
ǎǎ
becomes intractable. ĉis is because the optical mode calculations are
signiėcantly more computationally intensive than the mechanical and electrical
calculations.
ǌ.Ǌ.ǎ OńŉŃŁĹķļĵłĽķĵŀ ķŃŊńŀĽłĻ ňŉŇĹłĻŉļ
To deal with these issues the optical and mechanical modes need to be treated
equally, and in a way that removes the complete recalculation of the optical mode
aěer every displacement. Fig. ǋ.Ǌ.ǉ ėrst introduced the idea that the resonance of
the supermodes of coupled PCNCs is controlled by their separation. We saw that
the odd-mode exhibited liĨle tuning, whereas the even-mode was highly
dependent on the position. We are now going to introduce the concept of the
optomechanical coupling strength, or gom. ĉis is a measure of the amount of
shiě of the wavelength of the optical resonance for a unit change in the
separation. ĉe even mode has a very high gom, that increases as the gap decreases.
ĉe odd-mode on the other hand has a small and relatively constant gom.
If we generalize our scope to any interaction where some form of mechanical
motion leads to a change in the resonant wavelength of an optical mode, then this
will lead to a force that will actuate the mechanical motion in such a way as to
lower the energy of the optical mode[Ǐǋ]. In the case of the coupled PCNCs and
the even-mode in particular, this leads to an aĪractive force between the two
PCNCs. If there are enough photons in the optical mode, each having an energy
of hν (where h is Planck’s constant and ν is frequency), then any decrease in the
frequency of the mode would be available to do work through mechanical
motion; loading the “spring.” At a certain point the force required to further load
the spring would increase to the level where the total energy of the system would
increase if the beams moved any closer together, and the motion would cease.
gom is the ėgure of merit when calculating the force exerted by the optical
mode on the mechanical, and it will give a convenient measure of howmuch
energy can be transferred between the modes. A positive gom will lead to an
aĨractive force, whereas a negative gom will lead to a repulsive force. If the mode
ǎǏ
is not dispersive, that is, if gom is zero, there will be no force. If the gom is in units of
Hz=m instead of m=m,that is, we move from the wavelength picture to the frequency
picture, then the sign convention will be switched.
ĉe complete development of the optomechanical theory is far beyond the
scope of this work, and the interested reader can ėnd further details in Deotare
[Ǐǌ] and the supplementary material of Deotare et al. [Ǌǋ]. However, it is
possible to develop a full theory of the interaction between a mechanical and
optical mode. One of the nicer features of this full theory is that calculating the
force exerted on the mechanical mode by the optical mode becomes
considerably simpler:
F =
ƦgomUoptical
ωoptical
(ǌ.ǐ)
Uoptical and ωoptical are the respective energy and angular frequency of the optical
mode. ĉis means that if the gom of a cavity is well characterized, then calculating
the force due to pumping energy into this cavity becomes trivial[Ǌǋ, ǏǍ].
ǌ.Ǌ.Ǐ MŊŀŉĽńŀĹ ŁŃĸĹň
At this point it is worth considering exactly what will happen if we dump a large
amount of optical power into a high Q cavity. Because of the Q there will be a
signiėcant amount of energy stored in the optical mode. ĉis will lead to a force
that, as we intend, will cause some level of mechanical motion. ĉis will cause the
resonance frequency to shiě. If we have previously used a tunable laser to locate
the resonance so that we can start to pump it with energy, we will no longer be
targeting the correct wavelength. So some kind of feed-back based system that
actively updates the wavelength of the laser is required to keep it in resonance
with the shiěing cavity[ǏǍ–Ǐǐ]. One alternative would be to ėnd another mode,
that by virtue of its much lower Q, will not be as sensitive to this shiěing.
ĉe PCNC designs we use happen to have a large number of modes. So far we
have concentrated on the “fundamental” odd- and even-modes. However, for
ǎǐ
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Figure 4.2.7: The pump-probe conﬁguration and results. a) The experimen-
tal apparatus. A tunable laser source is used as both the pump (red) and
probe (blue). The pump is ampliﬁed with an erbium doped ﬁber ampliﬁer
(EDFA) and then polarization adjusted. It is then multiplexed (MUX) with
the polarization controlled probe light. On-chip the light interacts with the
device under test (DUT) and then is de-MUXed. The separate signals are
probed with photodiodes and the result read out on a computer. b) The de-
localized pump mode. The symmetry is similar to the even cavity mode, but it
is much more spread out and has a lower Q. c) A transmission spectrum from
an example device. The probe mode is at the far left, and the pump mode
corresponds to one of the broad peaks around 1,580 nm. The shading indi-
cates the EDFA range. d) Observed tuning of the even (inset and red line)
and odd (blue line) supermodes. The odd supermode is used as a temperature
calibrator, and the optomechanical tuning (black line) is extracted.
ǎǑ
every symmetry plane in the system it is possible to ėnd higher order modes[ǌ].
One of these can be viewed in Fig. ǌ.Ǌ.Ǐb. As the order of the mode increases, the
modes become less localized and have lower Qs. Eventually the modes reach a
continuum state as part of the pass-band Bloch-modes of the photonic crystal. It
worth remembering that these modes are still able to exert an optical force as
long as they have a non-zero gom⁹.
In this pump-probe methodology where a weak laser is used to monitor a high
Q cavity mode, while a strong laser is used actuate mechanical motion, we have
traded the complicated process of a feed-back system for the complication of
bringing the output of two separate lasers to our devices. For a single device this
trade-oﬀ is neutral; however, if you consider having large arrays of coupled
PCNCs, perhaps each with a diﬀerent wavelength of high Qmode, then it would
quickly become prohibitive to monitor each individually, but a single, powerful
beam could be used to actuate them through their low Qmodes.
ǌ.Ǌ.ǐ BŇĽłĻĽłĻ ňĽŀĽķŃł ĽłŉŃ ŉļĹ ĹŅŊĵŉĽŃł
In addition to dealing with the extra optical mode introduced in the pump-probe
system, our optomechanical model needs to take into account real material
properties. To this point we have been treating our PCNCs as if they were
composed of perfectly linear material. However, with high Q cavities and with
the large optical power being sent into the pumpmode we need to consider
silicon as a more complicated material. Silicon possesses a strong χƧ, or third
order nonlinearity[ǐǈ]. Normally, silicon’s indirect band-gap means that it is
transparent throughout the near-infrared. However, with suﬃciently high
intensities two-photon absorption (TPA) becomes an issue. TPA is a particular
problem because as free-carriers are created the absorption cross-section
increases and the silicon starts heats up. ĉe thermo-optic eﬀect will shiě all of
the resonance frequencies of the PCNCs. ĉis means that simply monitoring the
⁹Pairs of waveguides on their own (for instance, PCNCswithout the holes) can also create an
aĨractive and repulsive force; however it will be much weaker than any eﬀect based on a cavity
resonance, since the stored energy is much lower.[ǏǑ]
Ǐǈ
Figure 4.2.8: Temperature tuning of the probe-mode with high-frequency
modulation. a) The modulation is scanned over a wide-frequency range. Sev-
eral regions emerge and are explained in the text. b) Line scans from the in-
dicated frequencies in (a). In region 2 the thermal response has essentially
ended, so the broadening of the red scan over the blue one is due to mechan-
cal vibration that is averaged out. The transition from region 2 to 3 shows
mechanical resonance. Then the mechanical response will start to roll-oﬀ,
leaving behind a narrow blue scan from region 3.
shiě of the resonance frequencies is not suﬃcient to determine the
optomechanical contribution to the tuning of the probe mode.
All of the various non-linearities in silicon can be integrated into the
optomechanical model, and predictions can be made to determine the relative
contributions of the TPA versus optomechanical eﬀects. ĉe reader is once again
referred to [Ǌǋ, Ǐǌ] for the minutiae. However, it is worth noting that the worst of
the non-linearitiesãTPAã can be circumvented by modulating the pump
beam at a frequency beyond the thermal response time of the PCNCs.
Fig. ǌ.Ǌ.ǐ shows the measured spectrum of the probe mode as a function of
frequency of pumpmode modulation. ĉis picture is quite interesting and all of
the features are not immediately obvious. ĉere are several dynamics at play.
First, the probe beam is scanning across a small wavelength range at a speed that
is much slower than the most of the modulation frequencies.
At low frequencies of modulation the scanning probe laser can keep up with
the modulating pump beam. ĉis leads to a general “smear” in the spectrum. In
the second stage two distinct bright bands emerge. ĉis is because the
Ǐǉ
modulation is now fast enough that the scanning beammerely sees an averaging
of the detuning of the resonance. As with any sine-wave modulation the
“velocity” of modulation is fastest around the neutral point, whereas the velocity
falls to zero at the end-points. ĉis means that a time average view of the
modulation will see more time spent near the end-points. ĉis leads to these
bright bands. ĉe bands narrow together as the frequency continues to increase.
ĉis is due to the thermal-frequency limiting (see the RC time constant analogy
in the next section), and the beams are unable to heat up and cool down fast
enough to reach the full detuning limit. Eventually there is a complete cut-oﬀ and
there will be no detuning. ĉe frequency becomes high enough that a constant
temperature is reached, based on the root-mean-square intensity of the pump
beam. In the case of the even mode we see a large distortion at the mechanical
resonance frequency. Aěer mechanical resonance, the mechanical response also
rolls-oﬀ, leaving a probe mode that is essentially unaﬀected by temperature and
mechanical changes.
ǌ.Ǌ.Ǒ TļĹŇŁĵŀ ŇĹňńŃłňĹ
ĉere is a direct analogy between electrical circuit theory and thermal circuitry.
Electrical charge is analogous to heat, potential is mapped to temperature,
electrical conductivity to thermal conductivity, and capacitance to heat capacity.
ĉerefore our silicon PCNCs will have a heat source in the optical mode where
the pump-beam is being absorbed, which is equivalent to a current source. ĉe
heating of the beams will be the equivalent of a charging capacitor, and in order
to cool down the heat will have to Ěow across the silicon, which will act as a
resistor. ĉere is, therefore, a time constant (similar to an RC time constant) with
a cut-oﬀ frequency and response similar to the “roll-oﬀ” discussed in Sec. ǌ.ǉ.ǋ.
ĉis cut-oﬀ point can be tested experimentally as in the previous section, but we
can also model it in an FEM solver such as COMSOLMultiphysics. Fig. ǌ.Ǌ.Ǒ
compares the results of the two approaches.
Based on widely available parameters, Fig. ǌ.Ǌ.Ǒ shows the results of simulating
ǏǊ
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Figure 4.2.9: Circuit model for temperature modulation. a) Simulated tem-
perature response to modulated heat source as well as ﬁt based on the electri-
cal circuit theory. A thermal conductivity of ƦƤW=m  K was used. The 3 dB cut-
oﬀ is found at 97 kHz. b) Experimentally measured response of optical mode
to modulated heating. Agreement with theory is excellent with the measured
3 dB cut-oﬀ at 101 KHz. c) The electrical circuit representation after which
the thermal response is modeled. d) The elements of the electrical-thermal
analogy are highlighted.
Ǐǋ
the thermal response, including the temperature modulation as function of input
frequency. ĉe one point of interest was the adjustment of the thermal
conductivity of silicon. While the bulk-value is well known, surface eﬀects
become signiėcant and the value decreases rapidly for silicon less that Ǌǈǈ nm
thick[ǐǉ–ǐǋ]. ĉe bulk value is approximately ƥƩƤW=m  K. Li et al. [ǐǌ], have
measured single-crystal silicon nanowires’ thermal conductivity and found at ǉǉǍ
nm diameter the thermal conductivity is ƨƤW=m  K, at Ǎǎ nm it is ƦƩW=m  K, and at
a diameter of ǋǏ nm the value is under ƦƤW=m  K. It is important to remember that
these values are strongly dependent on surface treatments, so they should only be
compared on an order of magnitude basis. However, they do give credence to our
usage of ƦƤW=m  K in arriving at the excellent agreement between theory and
experiment in Fig. ǌ.Ǌ.Ǒa,b.
ǌ.Ǌ.ǉǈ UŉĽŀĽŉŏ ĵłĸ ŃŊŉŀŃŃĿ
Our system of coupled PCNCs is a rich playground for studying the various
eﬀects of optomechanics and electro-optomechanics. If placed in a vacuum the
mechanical Q of our various dark and bright modes can reach tens of thousands.
Even in a damped atmospheric seĨing we can observe optical spring constants,
and stiﬀening and soěening the mechanical modes etc.[Ǌǋ, Ǐǌ]. However, the
purpose of this work is to study the utility of these systems as on-chip ėlters. In
this sense these ėlters are far from ideal. While they do provide and excellent all
optical platform, their power consumption and total tunability fall short when
compared to either capacitive or gradient force tuning. Once the PCNCs have
been reconėgured to a desired wavelength, the pump beammust still provide
considerable power to hold the position. ĉis also results in signiėcant thermal
loss due to TPA.
ĉerefore, in applications where reconėguration at the ǉǈMHz level or lower
is speciėed: the capacitive reconėguration oﬀers a low power, high dynamic
range option. If we want to avoid having to degrade the optical properties of the
PCNC and instead wish to have a pure semiconductor or an insulating optical
Ǐǌ
material the DC and RF gradient force conėguration oﬀers an aĨractive
alternative. In both cases we can further improve the performance by operating
with a DC bias and taking advantage of the ampliėcation shown in Eq. ǌ.ǋ to
achieve dynamic results with even smaller voltage swings.
ǏǍ
In which the author learns the value of doing the unexpected.
5
Arbitrary reĝonse ėlters
WĹ ĵŇĹ łŃŌ ĸĹńĵŇŉĽłĻ ĺŇŃŁ ŉļĹ ĺŇĽĹłĸŀŏ ķŃłĺĽłĹň Ńĺ ŉļĹ ńļŃŉŃłĽķ
ķŇŏňŉĵŀ. Despite the many virtues of the PCNC, including its easy design, the
varied of ways of tuning the optical resonances, and the advantages that can be
gained by localizing light to a high degree. It is a fundamentally limited system. A
stop-band is created and then a defect is used to create a subset of frequencies
within the stop-band that are able to tunnel across the device. ĉis means that
the number of spectral shapes we can generate are severely limited. Additional
ėelds such as plasmonics[ǐǍ, ǐǎ] andmetamaterials[ǐǏ, ǐǐ] provide methods for
designing structures that can manipulate light, but even there we see limitations
on the diversity of spectral response from a single device.
A signiėcant advance is the possibility of designing a structure that can reĚect
spectral features of arbitrary bandwidth, amplitude, and phase. We present a
Ǐǎ
simple and fast method for designing such a structure. While this method can be
generally applied to any material system where the refractive index proėle can be
controlled along one axis, we have concentrated on implementing arbitrary
reĚective ėlters in compact, on-chip silicon-on-insulator (SOI) waveguides.
ĉese integrated ėlters have myriad applications from on-chip signal routing to
compact and ultra-fast pulse shaping[ǐǑ], the laĨer being of signiėcant interest in
quantum control experiments[Ǒǈ].
ĉe search for a new paradigm leads us back to the basics. In Ref. [Ǒǉ] the
process of deriving the Fourier transform relationship between a reĚection
spectrum and the impedance proėle of the interface on which the light incident
was laid out in detail. In this derivation two assumptions are made: ėrst, that the
wave impedance is that of a traveling plane wave and second, that the amplitude
of the reĚection is small. ĉese are rigorous assumptions when dealing with
free-space and anti-reĚection coatings, and they led to excellent results in terms
of deriving the best impedance gradient between two materials with diﬀerent
wave impedances.
Ǎ.ǉ WĵŋĹĻŊĽĸĹ ĺĽŀŉĹŇň
At this point we can make a few leaps of faith. First, we will aĨempt to try this
design method in instances where the reĚection coeﬃcient is not small; indeed,
we will see what happens when we push the limits to unity. Second, we will map
the impedanceã a well deėned property of the plane waveã onto the eﬀective
index of a waveguide. Because of the discontinuities in the electric ėeld in a
dielectric waveguide, the wave impedance is not a well deėned property (in
contrast to free space or the modes of waveguides framed by conductors).
By considering two dimensional “slab” modes we can visualize exactly how
and why the wave impedance is not deėned. In Fig. Ǎ.ǉ.ǉ we can see the TE and
TMmodes of a slab dielectric waveguide. At the interfaces between materials we
know the ~D? and ~B? ėelds are continuous. Using the linear constitutive
relationships, we can recast this as continuity in εƤεr~E? and μƤμr~H?. In a
ǏǏ
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Figure 5.1.1: Comparison of TE and TM mode proﬁles in a 2D slab. a) The
TM mode has no discontinuities so the wave-impedance is well deﬁned. b)
The TE mode has a discontinuity at the boundary of the high and low index
material. This makes it diﬃcult to deﬁne the wave-impedance.
dielectric waveguide εr has a discontinuity at the boundary, whereas the μr is
continuous for dielectric materials like silicon or glass. ĉerefore, ~H is always
continuous, whereas depending on the polarization of the mode there may or
may not be a discontinuity in the~E ėeld (~Eq is always continuous).
When we move to a three dimensional case where the waveguide is no longer
an inėnite slab but has a dielectric boundary in both the y and z directions, there
is always a discontinuity in the electric ėeld. ĉis means that modeling the wave
impedance as inversely proportional to neff becomes a signiėcant approximation.
Despite this diﬃculty we will move forward with the derivation of a reverse
design method based on reducing the waveguide system to a ǉ-dimensional
system described by the neff.
We start from the master diﬀerential equation for the ratio of the reverse
propagating wave to the forward propagating wave as derived in [ǑǊ]. Some
important variables in this equation are
L =
Z l
Ƥ
neff(x)dx (Ǎ.ǉ)
u = ƥ
L
Z x
Ƥ
neff(t)dt (Ǎ.Ǌ)
Ǐǐ
L is the optical path length and u is a normalized position coordinate along the
waveguide. When ω is the angular frequency the master equation is
d
du
r(u; ω) + iƦLω
c
r(u; ω) =   ƥ
Ʀ
(ƥ  r(u; ω)Ʀ) d
du
ln

ƥ
neff(u; ω)

(Ǎ.ǋ)
From now on “0” will refer to diﬀerentiation with respect to u. ĉis is a RicaĨi
equation with no known general solution[Ǒǋ]. However, if we neglect the rƦ
term, we can then choose an appropriate integrating factor:
r(u; ω)0ei
ƦLωu
c + iƦLω
c
ei
ƦLωu
c r(u; ω) = ƥ
Ʀ
ln
 
neff(u; ω)
0 ei ƦLωuc (Ǎ.ǌ)
We have also simpliėed the logarithmic expression. ĉe leě side of the
equation is easily integrable over the region of interest giving us:
r(u; ω)ei
ƦLωu
c
u=ƥ
u=Ƥ
=
Z ƥ
Ƥ
ƥ
Ʀ
ln
 
neff(u; ω)
0 ei ƦLωuc du (Ǎ.Ǎ)
where we have integrated over the length of the modulated region. We proceed
by plugging in boundary conditions: since there is no light incident from the
right hand side: r(u = ƥ) = Ƥ. So our evaluation becomes
r(Ƥ; ω) =
Z ƥ
Ƥ
  ƥ
Ʀ
ln
 
neff(u; ω)
0 ei ƦLωuc du (Ǎ.ǎ)
Now, in order to get useful results out of this equation we need to transfer back
from a normalized position coordinate to real position. ĉe u in the exponential
cannot be transformed exactly. However, by assuming that we operate at a central
neff = nƤ that is much larger than the modulation that we will apply to it, we can
make the assumption that u = nƤL x. ĉis is only eﬀective because we are moving
from a uniform waveguide into an area with small perturbations and ėnally into a
uniform waveguide with the same eﬀective index.
ǏǑ
With the appropriate substitutions we arrive at:
r(f) =   ƥ
Ʀ
Z x=l
x=Ƥ
ƥ
neff(x; f)
dneff(x; f)
dx
exp

iƦπ ƦnƤ
c
fx

dx (Ǎ.Ǐ)
Here we have recognized that r(Ƥ; ω) is identically the reĚection coeﬃcient of
the entire modulated region, and we have dropped the positional dependence of
r. ĉe ėnal step is to recognize that the derivative of neff is zero outside of the
modulated region so that we can extend the integration limits to inėnity,
explicitly showing the Fourier (or in this case inverse-Fourier) transform
relationship between the gradient of neff(x; f) and the r(f) (we also switch from ω
to f, in order to bring the factor of Ʀπ out):
r(f) = ƥ
Ʀ
Z 1
 1
  ƥ
neff(x; f)
dneff(x)
dx
exp

iƦπ ƦnƤ
c
fx

dx (Ǎ.ǐ)
We can further reėne this, because in reality we will not be directly controlling
the neff but will instead be controlling the width of a waveguide. ĉerefore, using
an eigenfrequency analysis of the cross-section of the waveguide, we can map the
width of the waveguide to a speciėc neff. However, this value will vary as a
function of the wavelength; therefore we need to take into account this
wavelength dispersion. We then use the chain rule to expand: dneffdx =
dneff
dW
dW
dx ,
whereW is the width of the waveguide. Once again we must utilize our
assumption that neff is essentially constant in position, allowing us to assume that
theW derivative can be pulled out of the integral as a constant in position. ĉis
gives us
r(f) = ƥ
Ʀ
J(f)
Z 1
 1
dW
dx
exp

iƦπ ƦnƤ
c
fx

dx (Ǎ.Ǒ)
where J(f) =   ƥneff(f;W))
dneff(f;W))
dW . Any frequency, geometric, and material
dispersion in the waveguide is now contained within the J function. If we want to
obtain a width proėle (W(x)) with a reĚection spectrum of r, it is now a simple
maĨer of inverting the Fourier transform and numerically integrating the result
ǐǈ
with appropriate boundary conditions:
dW
dx
=
Z 1
 1
Ʀr(f)
J(f)
exp

 iƦπ ƦnƤ
c
fx

dx (Ǎ.ǉǈ)
Ǎ.Ǌ IŁńŇŃŋĽłĻ ŉļĹ ĸĹňĽĻł ĺŃŇ ŀĵŇĻĹ Ň
At this point it is worth exploring the eﬀect of dropping the rƦ term of Eq. Ǎ.ǋ.
For example, in our experimental designs we aimed for a peak reĚectivity of
unity. However, when this design is tested by numerically solving Eq. Ǎ.ǋ, we see
that it only results in a peak of rƦ = Ƥ:ƪ. We therefore use a design higher than
rƦ = ƥ. For instance, in order to target a reĚection of unity, we resorted to a
design goal of rƦ = ƨ, a number higher than is physically possible. ĉis had the
eﬀect of driving the reĚection values up, at the cost of some level of distortion.
ĉis is possible because the mathematics of the design process are not
constrained to physically realistic parameters.
We can also use an iterative design process where we can scale the amplitude
independently at each wavelength and feed that back into Eq. Ǎ.ǉǈ. ĉis process
allows a more faithful reproduction of the target r(λ) at the cost of running each
iteration through an FDTD simulation to check the real reĚection spectrum. Fig.
Ǎ.ǉ.Ǌd shows how the simulated reĚection spectrum evolves over ǌ iterations.
Fig. Ǎ.Ǌ.ǉ is a graphical representation of the iteration process.
If we want to avoid the cost of running a full FDTD (Lumerical Mode
Solutions is an excellent tool for waveguide-type simulations) simulation at every
iteration of the design process, then there are some modiėcations that we can
make to the design process to improve the result on the ėrst iteration. We divide
both sides of Eq. Ǎ.ǋ by ƥ  rƦ:
r(u; ω)0
(ƥ  r(u; ω)Ʀ) + i
ƦLω
c
r(u; ω)
(ƥ  r(u; ω)Ʀ) =
ƥ
Ʀ
ln
 
neff(u; ω)
0 (Ǎ.ǉǉ)
ǐǉ
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Figure 5.1.2: Width modulated waveguide ﬁlter example and design. a) SEM
of a width modulated region of a SOI waveguide. b) An example target spec-
trum of Reﬂectance. c) The width proﬁle obtained by plugging the spectrum
from (a) into Eq. 5.10. d) Succesive iterations of correcting the spectrum that
emerges from Eq. 5.10 as detailed in Fig. 5.2.1. The initial iteration yields
both a lower than expected amplitude and distortions in the shape. The sec-
ond iteration multiplied the target amplitude by four, and the third by seven.
This largely corrected the amplitude issues but distorted the shape. In the last
iteration the correction was wavelength dependent and went a long way to-
ward ﬁxing the distortion in the shape. This can continue until the target is
almost exactly matched.
ǐǊ
Target: 𝑟(𝜆) 
Generate width profile: 
𝐼𝐹𝐹𝑇[𝑟 𝜆 ] → 𝑊(𝑥)  
Run FDTD to check design, 
compare to 𝑟 𝜆  
Scale r(λ) to compensate for 
lower than designed 
reflectivity: 
𝑟 𝜆 = 𝐴 × 𝑟(𝜆) 
Figure 5.2.1: Width modulated waveguide ﬁlter design methodology to over-
come our incorrect assumptions about impedance and small reﬂectances.
ĉe ėrst term on the leě is identically tanh ƥ (r(u; ω))0. We now can make the
approximation that r=(ƥ  rƦ) = tanh ƥ(r). ĉis is especially valid for small
values of r but maintains its validity at larger values when compared to rƦ = Ƥ.
ĉis gives us a newmaster equation:
tanh ƥ (r(u; ω))0 + iƦLω
c
tanh ƥ (r(u; ω)) = ƥ
Ʀ
ln(neff)0 (Ǎ.ǉǊ)
ĉe similarity in form to Eq. Ǎ.ǋ permits us logically follow all the steps of the
previous section to arrive at
tanh ƥ (r(f)) = ƥ
Ʀ
J(f)
Z 1
 1
dW
dx
exp

iƦπ ƦnƤ
c
fx

dx (Ǎ.ǉǋ)
or
dW
dx
=
Z 1
 1
Ʀtanh ƥ (r(f))
J(f)
exp

 iƦπ ƦnƤ
c
fx

dx (Ǎ.ǉǌ)
where we have inverted the Fourier transform. ĉerefore, given a target
reĚectance spectrum and a target width, the width proėle can be quickly
calculated using any number of discrete Fourier transformmethods available in
ǐǋ
mathematical soěware packages.
It should be noted that this design method places limitations on the target rƦ.
Because tanhǻ¹ is deėned from -ǉ to ǉ, we must limit our target spectrum of r to
this range. ĉis means that we cannot incorporate the tricks of the iterative
design process in quite the same way. Fortunately, this design process is so much
superior that only one iteration is needed.
ĉe relative value of this solution can be easily tested when we compare the
results of a design by equation Ǎ.ǉǌ with that of equation Ǎ.ǉǈ by solving equation
Ǎ.ǋ numerically or by running a design through FDTD.ĉe diﬀerence between
solving Ǎ.ǋ numerically and running a full FDTD solution is discussed in the
following section.
Ǎ.ǋ CŃŁńĵŇĽłĻ ŉļĹ ŁĵňŉĹŇ ĹŅŊĵŉĽŃł ŉŃ FDTD
While numerically solving equation Ǎ.ǋ gives us information as to the eﬃcacy of
our assumption that r ƥ or tanh ƥ(r) = r=(ƥ  rƦ), this equation contains no
information about the eﬀect of assuming that the wave impedance is given by the
neff of the waveguide mode. ĉis information requires that Maxwell’s equation be
solved in at least two dimensions. To this end we will look at ǊD FDTD
simulations of the design obtained from Eq. Ǎ.ǉǌ for TE and TMmodes. Fig.
Ǎ.ǋ.ǉ shows how the ėrst iteration of Eq. Ǎ.ǉǌ compares to a targetR(λ) spectrum.
Additionally, the solution is run through a ǉD numerical solution of Eq. Ǎ.ǋ.
ĉe design method from Eq. Ǎ.ǉǌ evidently does a much beĨer job in a single
iteration than the design method from Eq. Ǎ.ǉǈ¹. Additionally we see that the
ODE solution is virtually identical to the TM design, whereas the TE design
deviates considerably. ĉis shows that for the TMmode where the wave
impedance is properly deėned the neff calculation allows us to treat the ǊD
problem as ǉD. However, due to the discontinuities in the TEmode this is a
deėcient, yet clearly still useful, approximation.
¹Compare to the initial iteration in Fig. Ǎ.ǉ.Ǌd
ǐǌ
Figure 5.3.1: Comparing the 1D approximation to a full solution. Designs
based on Eq. 5.14 show that the TM mode is approximated extremely well by
the 1D approach. The TE mode is not nearly as eﬀective in reproducing the
shape of the intended reﬂection spectrum.
ǐǍ
Figure 5.3.2: Comparing the 3D TE and TM ﬁlter designs based on Eq.
5.14. The agreement for the TM mode is far superior to that of the TE mode.
There is a factor of 3-5 in the resulting amplitude to be gained by using the
TM mode.
Once the problem is moved from ǊD to ǋD, there will always be a
discontinuity; therefore there is no exact solution as in the ǊD TM case.
However, we can consider the nature of the discontinuity. In the TE case the
modulation is at the exact location of the discontinuity. ĉe TMmode, on the
other hand, has a constant discontinuity and the modulation is across a
continuous ėeld proėle. Fig. Ǎ.ǋ.Ǌ shows the advantage of using the TMmode.
Ǎ.ǌ FĽŀŉĹŇ ĺĵĶŇĽķĵŉĽŃł ĵłĸ ŉĹňŉĽłĻ
Filters based on designs from Eq. Ǎ.ǉǈ with a TEmode proėle and Eq. Ǎ.ǉǌ with
a TMmode proėle were fabricated and tested. ĉe TEmodes were designed
with R = ƨ to raise the reĚectance values. Because the ėlters operate in the
reĚection regime we employed a ǋ dB directional coupler to tap into the reĚected
signal at an output port. One of the advantages of this conėguration is that the
eﬀective index modulation for the TE and TMmodes are diﬀerent enough that
their reĚectance spectra do not overlap and the signal in the reĚected arm had a
ǐǎ
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.4.1: Experimental conﬁguration and measured spectra.(a) A set of
ﬁve target spectra. The intensity is in a linear saw-tooth pattern. (b) Normal-
ized, measured reﬂections from fabricated devices. The dashed lines indicate
the uncertainty in the measurement. (c) SEM micrograph of example device;
the inset shows a magniﬁcation of the width modulated region.
much lower noise Ěoor than in the transmiĨed arm. Fig. Ǎ.ǌ.ǉc shows an SEM
image of fabricated devices.
ĉe fabrication process is very similar to the waveguide coupled PCNCs. A
FOxmask is deėned with e-beam lithography. Because the reĚection proėle is
highly dependent on the width of the modulated region, great care needs to be
taken with scaling the e-beam paĨern. Aěer developing the FOx in high contrast
TMAH the paĨern is etched into the SOI device layer using ICP-RIE. SUǐ
waveguides are wriĨen using e-beam lithography for precision alignment to the
silicon inverse tapers. Finally, SiO₂ is deposited to a thickness of Ǌ - ǌ μm using
PECVD.
ĉe PECVD oxide allows the SUǐ to be polished aěer the wafer is diced. ĉe
polishing process ensures a uniform facet for buĨ coupling onto the chip. It also
has the advantage of increasing the yield of the chip because SUǐ that beaks oﬀ
away from the edge of chip can brought back to the facet through extensive
polishing.
Filter characterization was performed with a scanned tunable laser (Agilent
ǐǉǎǐǊ). Light was coupled onto the chip through a tapered, lensed ėber (Oz
optics). Figs. Ǎ.ǌ.ǉa,b show example target spectra alongside experimentally
ǐǏ
a b
Figure 5.4.2: Measured ﬁlters based on the TM mode. Target amplitudes
are shown with dotted lines. The designs are based on Eq. 5.14 with a single
iteration.
measured spectra for the TEmode with a designed amplitude of R = ƨ. ĉe
agreement between the two is excellent. ĉe signal is distorted by Fabry-Perot
resonances in the system as well as the general deėciency of the TEmode due to
discontinuities at the boundary of the waveguide. ĉe absolute values of
measured reĚectance are based on average values for transmission through
unmodulated waveguides with the uncertainty in the measurement arising from
variations in the polymer waveguide facets and from insertion and extraction
losses that arise from this coupling method.
ĉe TMmode ėlters were fabricated in an identical fashion. ĉe
measurements were made with a Santec (TLS-Ǎǉǈ) tunable laser. ĉe resulting
amplitudes of the ėlters ėt with the target spectra much beĨer than the TEmode
as can be seen in Figs. Ǎ.ǌ.Ǌa,b. Even smaller features are reproduced, though in a
slightly degraded manner.
Ǎ.Ǎ AńńŀĽķĵŉĽŃł ŉŃ ŊŀŉŇĵ-ĺĵňŉ ńŊŀňĹ ňļĵńĽłĻ
An important application of our approach, and arbitrary ėlters in general, is in
shaping ultra-fast pulses. Bulky apparatus is currently used for ultra-fast shaping,
and it requires precision alignment [Ǒǌ, ǑǍ]. By using the SOI waveguide
platform our ėlters allow us to generate arbitrary pulse shapes in an integrated,
ǐǐ
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Figure 5.5.1: Femtosecond pulse shaping simulations.(a) Cartoon of devices
ﬁltering out blue light by reﬂecting it back; the red light is transmitted. (b)
Time domain, reﬂected, arbitrary pulse shapes obtained from 3D FDTD sim-
ulations. (c) Gaussian input pulse used to obtain the pulses in (b). (d) Re-
ﬂectance spectrum of the ﬁlters used to convert the input Gaussian pulse into
the output pulse shapes.
on-chip fashion. ĉe small footprint of the ėlters additionally permits a single
external pulse to excite many diﬀerent pulse shapes in parallel. Ultra-fast pulse
shaping is of particular interest in quantum coherence control and other
quantum optics experiments where a wider range of pulse shapes beyond
“transform limited” is required [Ǒǎ, ǑǏ].
ĉe key to pulse shaping is the control of amplitude and phase over a wide
wavelength range[Ǒǐ]. Since Eq. Ǎ.ǉǈ and Ǎ.ǉǌ solve for r (the reĚection
coeﬃcient) rather than R (the reĚectivity, or jrjƦ), the necessary conditions for
ǐǑ
ultra-fast pulse shaping are met.
To illustrate the concept theoretically we consider two cases: i) we realize
triple pulses with a Hamming² envelope, and ii) a single pulse with saw-tooth
envelope, starting both times with a simple Gaussian pulse. In both cases, the
ėlter is designed using our inverse-design principle based on Eq. Ǎ.ǉǈ as
discussed above. To validate our data, we present ėnite diﬀerence time domain
(FDTD, Lumerical Inc.) simulations showing a single Gaussian pulse launched
into two diﬀerent width-modulated SOI waveguides, and converted into three
distinct Hamming pulses and a linear (saw-tooth) pulse, respectively. Fig. Ǎ.Ǎ.ǉ
shows the time domain representation of the input and the two simulated
reĚected pulses. All simulations are three dimensional with the mesh grid size of
ǉ nm, which is similar to the e-beam lithography resolution available to us. ĉis is
an excellent ėrst demonstration for the viability of integrated femtosecond pulse
shaping. Because of the inverse relationship between the width of the pulse and
the broadness of the frequency spectrum, our corrugated waveguides lend
themselves to shaping faster pulses. Shaping slower (for instance picosecond)
pulses is possible but requires longer ėlters with smaller modulation of the width.
Ǎ.ǎ CŃłŉŇŃŀŀĽłĻ ŉļĹ ńļĵňĹ Ńĺ ŉļĹ ĺĽŀŉĹŇň
At this point I would like to once again stress that we are able to control the
design of not just the reĚectivity (R) but also the reĚection coeﬃcient (r), which
contains information about the phase of the reĚected wave. In particular, while
designing our ėlters we always convolve the amplitude we are aiming for with a
phase that increases linearly with frequency. Without this phase the resulting
designs do not have a continuous ėlter shape. ĉis strange design behavior is
rooted in the way in which discrete Fourier transforms operate. However, it is
possible to add non-linear phase terms while still maintaining good design
practices. ĉe non-linear phase shiě can be used to counteract material
dispersion and keep pulse shapes from distorting as they propagate through a
²w(n) = A
 
Ƥ:Ʃƨ  Ƥ:ƨƪ cos  Ʀπ nN ; Ƥ  n  N
Ǒǈ
Figure 5.6.1: Simulated phase and amplitude of a ﬁlter. The amplitude has
three “Dolph-Chebyshev” peaks. The design is a single iteration of Eq. 5.14.
This is based on FDTD simulations (Lumerical Mode Solutions). The phase is
remarkably linear across the designed region.
waveguide. ĉis is a well know process called “chirping.”
FDTD simulations of our ėlters enable us to extract the phase of monitored
signals. Fig. Ǎ.ǎ.ǉ clearly demonstrates that the phase proceeds linearly with
wavelength. ĉis linear phase response is desirable because it means that shapes
of pulses coming in and out of the ėlter will not be distorted. ĉis is because the
slope of the phase gives the phase-group velocity, so a linear ėlter means that all
of the frequency components travel at the same velocity.
In addition to checking our assumptions in FDTD simulations, we can also
set-up phase sensitive experiments that will indirectly give us information about
the phase response of the ėlters. One possibility is to split a single coherent input,
reĚect it oﬀ two distinct ėlters, such as the ones in Figure Ǎ.ǎ.Ǌa, and then
combine these reĚected signals. If we compare the signals that were combined
on-chip, to the sums of the individual outputs, we should see a signiėcant
diﬀerence as illustrated in Fig. Ǎ.ǎ.Ǌc. One measure of coherence between the
Ǒǉ
Figure 5.6.2: Design of an on-chip interference experiment. (a) Proposed re-
ﬂection coeﬃcient spectra. (b) resulting width modulation obtained from Eq.
5.14. (c) There are two possible outcomes from interfering the signal from the
two ﬁlters. If they are in phase, then they will coherently add. If if phase is
completely random, then they will incoherently add.
ǑǊ
two signals will be the truth of the following inequality:
hIƥ + IƦi 6= hIƥi+ hIƦi (Ǎ.ǉǍ)
where the angled brackets refer to averaging over a long time, the eﬀect of
measuring the light on a photodetector with a bandwidth much, much smaller
than the frequency of the incident light. In the event that the inequality is
violated we know that the signals from the two ėlters are not coherent. ĉere are
two possibilities for such an outcome. ĉe ėrst is that the path diﬀerence of the
input laser signal aĜer the original split is longer than the coherence length of the
laser. ĉis would yield to the equality
hIƥ + IƦi = hIƥi+ hIƦi (Ǎ.ǉǎ)
However, this should not occur as we are able to control the length of the
waveguides precisely. ĉe second option is that the phase coming oﬀ of our ėlters
is not controlled by us, and we are only really controlling the amplitude. ĉe
result of the interference in this case still maintains the inequality from Eq. Ǎ.ǉǍ,
however, large Ěuctuations in the spectrum and not a clean outcome such as seen
in Fig. Ǎ.ǎ.Ǌc would occur.
ĉis experiment was set-up to run in ǋD FDTD. Fig. Ǎ.ǎ.ǋa-c show the
resulting signals in FDTD as well the diﬀerential phase between the two ėlters.
ĉemiddle peak is close to destroyed due to interference eﬀects. Fig. Ǎ.ǎ.ǋd also
shows an optical micrograph of an example fabricated device. Fig. Ǎ.ǎ.ǌ show the
experimentally measured spectra of the device in Fig. Ǎ.ǎ.ǋd. ĉe constructive
and destructive interference are clearly visible.
While this is not a direct conėrmation that the phase is linear, we do show that
we at least have control over the phase, and coupled with FDTD simulations this
strongly suggests that we do in fact have a linear phase response.
Ǒǋ
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Figure 5.6.3: Simulations of on-chip interference. a) The simulated reﬂected
signal for a triple-peak spectrum with all the peaks positive. b) The combined
signal from the ﬁlter in a) and c). The diﬀerential phase shows that where the
signal interferes the two ﬁlters are out of phase. c) The reﬂectance spectrum
of the second ﬁlter where the middle peak is negative, making it out of phase
with the ﬁrst ﬁlter. d) An optical micrograph of an example fabricated device
with labels showing the individual and combined outputs. e) A high magniﬁ-
cation SEM of the width modulated ﬁlter region.
Ǒǌ
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Figure 5.6.4: Experimental veriﬁcation of on-chip interference. The individ-
ual outputs from Fig. 5.6.3c or on the left and right while the combined signal
is shown in the center plot. The destructive interference in the combined sig-
nal is signiﬁcant.
ǑǍ
Figure 5.7.1: Relationship between the bandwidth and width proﬁle of our
reverse designed ﬁlters. a) An 80 nm band-width ﬁlter. The maximum modu-
lation is 9 nm and the ﬁlter length is 150 μm. b) A 40 nm band-width ﬁlter
of the same shape as (a). The maximum modulation is halved while the ﬁlter
length is doubled.
Ǎ.Ǐ OŋĹŇķŃŁĽłĻ ŉļĹ ňķĵŀĹ ŃĺŌĽĸŉļŁŃĸŊŀĵŉĽŃłň
ĉemagnitude of the width modulations required of these ėlters is a limiting
factor in the fabrication. So far we have shown ėlters with features sizes over Ǌǈ
nm. ĉis is determined by the width of the waveguides as well as the band-width
of the ėlters. ĉe width is oěen determined by the single-mode limit. ĉe theory
of the ėlters does not require a single-mode waveguide, but in practice a
multi-mode waveguide will add noise and make the ėlters harder to measure
accurately.
ĉe Fourier transform nature of the design process allows signiėcant intuition
when it comes to designing ėlters with large width modulations. Fig. Ǎ.Ǐ.ǉ shows
how doubling the band-width doubles the size of the modulation while halving
the length of the ėlter. ĉis means that wider-band ėlters are much easier to
fabricate.
Ǒǎ
400 nm
Figure 5.7.2: Width modulation entirely on one side of a waveguide. This
simple alteration doubles the feature size of the ﬁlters and makes fabrication
signiﬁcantly easier.
As can be seen in Fig. Ǎ.Ǐ.ǉ, when the ėlter bandwidth is down to ǌǈ nmwe are
already pushing the limits of fabrication withǍ nm of width modulation. A
trivial way of improving the fabrication is to simply put all the width modulation
on one side of the waveguide. ĉis process increased the feature size by a factor of
two. Fig. Ǎ.Ǐ.Ǌ shows a close up example of such a fabricated waveguide. ĉere is
no part of the theory we have developed in this chapter that would require a
symmetric width modulation. All that is required is that the eﬀective index be
known at every point.
While a factor of two can be critical in achieving successful fabrication, it does
not scale well as the bandwidth decreases. If, for instance, a ėlter was to be
designed to shape a relatively long pulse with a duration of ǉǈǈ ps, we might ėnd
that a sub-nmmodulation would be necessary and a factor of two would not
signiėcantly make the fabrication easier. Motivated by a search for well
controlled, small index modulations we can look to modulate a high index
structure that only interacts with the evanescent ėeld of the mode in the
waveguide, rather than the large ėelds conėned within the waveguide. Fig Ǎ.Ǐ.ǋ
shows an example of such a structure. Because the modulated “combs” can be
placed arbitrarily far from the waveguides we can make the feature sizes
arbitrarily large and still achieve extremely small modulations in the neff of the
waveguide. Other possibilities would be to work in lower index materials such as
polymers which will results in larger single-mode waveguides and larger
ǑǏ
400 nm
Figure 5.7.3: When very small modulations in the neff are required it can be-
come impossible to fabricate this directly by width modulating the waveguide.
By designing a structure such as the one in this SEM we can make the feature
size arbitrarily large because we are only interacting with the weak evanescent
ﬁeld of the guided mode.
Ǒǐ
Figure 5.8.1: PIN junction based reconﬁgurable ﬁlter proposal. The modu-
lation in the eﬀective index will be controlled by the independent P-I-N junc-
tions.
modulations to achieve similar modulations in the neff.
Ǎ.ǐ DĹňĽĻłĽłĻ ĵ ŇĹķŃłĺĽĻŊŇĵĶŀĹ ĺĽŀŉĹŇ
While we have demonstrated considerable promise in reverse-design ėlters based
on width modulated waveguides, it would a signiėcant step to be able to update
the ėlters in real-time so that they could respond to diﬀerent incoming signals or
the need for a diﬀerent pulse shape. ĉe diﬃculty in implementing this
methodology is in the extremely high density and number of individual
modulations needed to construct a single ėlter. Essentially several hundred
independently controlled segments of a waveguide, with a periodicity of
λ=(ƨneff), are required. While accomplishing any one of the segments is trivial
with current technology, when they are all put together the complexity becomes
an issue.
Several diﬀerent methods for locally controlling the index of a waveguide exist.
ĉese include liquid crystal cladding manipulation[ǑǑ] and altering the index of
ITO with an applied electric ėeld[ǉǈǈ]. But a design using P+IN+ junctions that
ǑǑ
is feasiblewas developed. PIN junctions were chosen because it is possible to
operate them with extremely high carrier density contrast, leading to a signiėcant
dynamic range in the possible refractive indices of the sections of the waveguide.
Fig. Ǎ.ǐ.ǉ is a representation of the proposed scheme. ĉe problem with this raw
setup is also one of silicon’s strengths. Because of the indirect band-gap of silicon
the free-carrier lifetime is extremely high, and at ėnite temperature this leads to a
driě along the axis of the waveguide well outside of the intended localization of
carrier infusion. On the other hand this eﬀect is also extremely helpful in terms of
the ability to inject such a high carrier density. It is important to keep in mind
that passivating the silicon is required, we will later show that it is also beneėcial
to deposit an oxide to accomplish this for other reasons[ǉǈǉ].
Fortunately there is a workaround for the issue of crosstalk. It is a simple
maĨer of physically etching away the silicon in between the individual segments.
One might think that this would lead to signiėcant scaĨering events, the reality is
that Bloch modes will develop, and as long as suﬃcient care is taken in
impedance matching between the periodic waveguide and the continuous
waveguide, liĨle or no scaĨering will occur. It now becomes a problem of
choosing the correct parameters so that the frequencies at which we want the
ėlter to operate do not lie in the stop-band of the photonic crystal. Impedance
matching can be accomplished by bringing in the periodic etching, in much the
way we tapered our photonic crystals, slowly. For instance, if in the bulk the
region will be Ǎǈ nmwide. We can start with a ǊǍ nm trench and over the course
of Ǎ periods increase the trench width to Ǎǈ nm. ĉis will all but eliminate any
reĚection due to the periodic etching.
ĉis also leads to an interesting change in the design. Instead of looking for an
neff at every point along the waveguide, we have now changed the problem to a
number of discrete unit cells, each slightly perturbed from the underlying Bloch
mode. Instead of a Ǌ-D eigenfrequency calculation of the cross section we must
perform a ǋ-D eigenfrequency calculation with periodic boundary conditions,
calculate the associated k-vector for each frequency and from this relationship
extract the phase velocity. ĉis is still a feasible mapping and need be done only
ǉǈǈ
Figure 5.8.2: Realistic reconﬁgurable ﬁlter design. The PIN junctions are
physically isolated to contain the spread of free-carriers along the length of the
waveguide.
once for a given waveguide geometry.
An interesting problem arises. Because we want the periodicity to be λ=(ƨneff),
with neff = kλ=Ʀπ, the periodicity required will change depending on the k-vector
of the frequency in question. ĉerefore, we need to choose a periodicity based on
our center-wavelength. We pick our waveguide dimensions and periodicity such
that our center-wavelength (frequency) has a k vector exactly in the center of the
unit-cell (π=Ʀa, where a is the period).
In addition to etching the trenches between the parallel P+IN+ junctions, it is
also advantageous to use a process such as atomic layer deposition (ALD) to ėll
in these small spaces. Fig. Ǎ.ǐ.Ǌ shows what the structure might look like with
etched trenches ėlled with an ALD oxide. ĉe beneėts of this are two-fold: ėrst
the index of the material that is deposited can shiě the band-structure up and
down in frequency, allowing for an extra degree of freedom in the search for
a“sweet spot”, where the center-wavelength has the appropriate k-vector; second,
passivating the surface of the silicon can lower the surface recombination
ǉǈǉ
velocity[ǉǈǉ], making it easier to inject high carrier densities. Simulations
suggest that the index of AlxOy matches silicon well and creates an easily
accessible dielectric band around ǉǍǍǈ nm. Given that this is also an excellent
material for ALD it would appear to be a great choice. However, there is a wide
parameter space in terms of period, waveguide width, SOI thickness, cladding to
name a few. ĉis gives us great freedom in choosing an oxide to ėll the trenches
with and for passivating the silicon.
Now that all of the elements are in place, let us look at the actual
implementation of a working reconėgurable ėlter. We assume that we can inject
enough carriers to induce a shiě of Δn = ƨxƥƤ Ʀ[ǉǈǊ]. ĉen based on our
desired reĚectivity we are aěer we have a choice. If we want a high reĚectivity
then we would opt for a longer, narrow-band device that will suppress the
amplitude of modulation required to create the requisite reĚectivity. If we are
willing to have a lower reĚectivity then we can keep our device short and try to
wring as many free-carriers out of the PIN junctions as possible.
In the large reĚectivity range we are faced with many hundreds of unit cells.
ĉis means that on-chip we need to either locate suﬃcient bond pads for external
electronic interface, or we need to fabricate on-chip drivers and logic to run so
many devices independently. ĉis is beyond our modest fabrication facilities at
Harvard.
ĉe astute digital signal processor will have no doubt identiėed that as long as
a linear phase relationship is maintained, the ėlters are mirror-symmetric about
the central point. ĉis is a loss by a factor of two in the number of required
independent drivers; however, this factor of two does not signiėcantly alter the
complexity.
One thing to keep in mind is that these devices would not be extremely fast.
ĉe high density of the PIN junctions will lead to large capacitive coupling so the
operation would be in a more quasi-static regime where a desired conėguration
could be obtained but then be used for a long period of time. PIN junctions also
have the disadvantage of slow recovery. While a large reverse bias can be used to
remove carriers, the recovery is still smaller that of depletion based PN junctions.
ǉǈǊ
ĉe reader is asked to keep in mind that this is merely a single proposal to
show that reconėguration of these ėlters is feasible. Future work could easily
improve on this design or utilize diﬀerent methods of index control to obtain a
more eﬃcient or eﬀective method of achieving reconėgurability.
Ǎ.Ǒ OŊŉŀŃŃĿ ĵłĸ ŊŉĽŀĽŉŏ
We have shown that a reverse design method allows for extremely fast design of
arbitrary response ėlters in high index contrast waveguides. ĉese ėlters also
control the phase and can be used to shape ultra-fast pulses. ĉis ultra-fast pulse
shaping shows great promise in simplifying the process of pulse shaping by
drastically reducing the size and complexity of such apparatus. We showed the
TMmode allows us to get excellent results in terms of the fabricated ėlters
matching their design goals.
ǉǈǋ
In which the author pauses and considers the future.
6
Conclusion
Over the course of this work we have developed numerous methods for
controlling light on-chip. We examined PCNCs that allowed us to localize light to
a high degree. ĉese PCNCs were excellent candidates for sharp frequency ėlters
when strongly coupled to waveguides. We showed that their design was well
developed and was at the point where heavy computation was no longer required.
We also showed that due to the one dimensional aspect of the photonic crystal
it is possible to fabricate high quality factor optical cavities in both TE and TM
polarizations. ĉis opens up the door for many nonlinear optics experiments as
well as allowing us to probe a wider range of dynamics on-chip.
We presented a proposal for a PCNC based EOM that made use of the unique
electrical and optical properties of graphene. We showed a viable fabrication
technique that coupled with high quality graphene and well designed PCNCs
could lead to truly amazing performance levels in terms of energy and speed.
ǉǈǌ
Our next step took us toward examining the mechanics of PCNCs. We saw
how they responded to applied forces and showed that it was advantageous to use
coupled PCNCs. ĉe optical supermodes of these coupled PCNCs showed
amazing potential for tunability because of their strong dependence on the
separation between the PCNCs.
Next we examined various methods of achieving mechanical reconėguration
of these ėlters resulting in control of the optical frequency of some of the modes.
We analyzed a capacitive method that allowed coupled PCNCs to be actuated
with signiėcant dynamic range at low powers, while allowing for speeds that
pushed the mechanical limits.
Aěer examining the capacitive force we considered a few aspects of the
gradient force. We showed how electrical and optical signals could interact at
high speeds and extremely low powers. ĉen we considered moving away from
integrated electronics and inducing motion purely through optical means.
We wrapped up by deriving a new class of waveguide ėlters that could take on
arbitrary shapes. ĉe spectral freedom of these ėlters is matched only by the
eﬃciency of the computation in designing them. We showed these ėlters to be
excellent candidates for on-chip ultra-fast pulse shaping. We then proposed a
device that would allow real-time reconėguration in response to applied electrical
ėelds.
Of the cornucopia photonic circuitry being developed today we examined but
a small sliver. However, we did see promising results in terms of developing low
power mechanical switches and opening new vistas in arbitrary ėlters.
ǉǈǍ
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